ALPHABETICAL LISTING J-Z

J1 VISAS
REG.090.050
Temporary, non-immigrant visas granted to doctors and other medical specialists to enable them to work and study in the US under the Exchange Visitor Sponsorship Program run by the US Government

JAPAN
WOR.025.020.045

JAUNDICE
C.023.888.600

JAW
A.002.232.781.502
A.014.521
UF: macula lutea
mandible
maxilla

JAW DISEASES
C.005.500
C.007.320
UF: nonodontogenic cysts
odontogenic cysts

JEWELLERY
TEC.047

JOB APPLICATIONS
MAN.080.060.040

JOB DESCRIPTION
MAN.080.040
UF: duty statements
position profiles

JOB SATISFACTION
PSY.005.040.040
PSY.010.015.050.040
UF: job enrichment
quality of working life
staff morale

JOB SEEKING
MAN.080.060.045
UF: finding work
first job
looking for jobs
looking for work

JOB VACANCIES
MAN.080.060.070

JOINT DISEASES
C.005.550
UF: bursitis
congenital hip dysplasia

JOINT PROSTHESES
E.004.659.550
E.007.045.350
E.007.858.565.600

JOINT VENTURES
MAN.055.055
RT: COOPERATION
PARTNERSHIPS

JOINTS
A.002.583

JURISPRUDENCE
REG.040
UF: courts
criminal justice
justices of the peace

KAVA
D.026.674.249
Dried rhizome and roots of Piper methysticum, a shrub native to Oceania
UF: piper methysticum

KIDNEY
A.005.810.453
RT: ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY
RENAL AGENTS
UF: kidney calices
kidney glomerulus
kidney medulla
kidney pelvis
kidney tubules

KIDNEY CANCER
C.004.588.945.947.535
C.012.777.419.350
C.012.777.950.350
UF: kidney neoplasms
renal cancer
KIDNEY DISEASES
C.012.777.419
RT: RENAL AGENTS
RENAL DIALYSIS
UF: glomerulonephritis
nephritis
nephropathy
nephrosis
nephrotic syndrome
pyelonephritis
uraemia
uremia

KIDNEY FAILURE
C.012.777.419.400

KIDNEY STONES
C.012.777.419.373
UF: kidney calculi

KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION
E.004.936.125
E.004.950.175

KNEE
A.001.378.592.400
A.002.583.475
UF: knee injuries
knock knees

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
INF.062

KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, PRACTICE
PSY.010.015.010.040
Knowledge, attitudes, and associated behaviours which pertain to health related events such as procedures, diseases, or family planning

KOREA
WOR.025.020.048

LABORATORIES
FAS.030.040
UF: reference laboratory

LABORATORY ANIMALS
B.001.062
B.002.158.199
UF: laboratory animal science

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS
E.001.223

LABORATORY TESTING
E.005.540
Prefer DIAGNOSTIC TESTS if diagnosis is involved

LABOUR COMPLICATIONS
C.013.703.420
UF: dystocia
obstetric fistulae
premature labour

LABOUR MARKET
POP.070.020.030
Supply of workers available in relation to demand

LABYRINTH DISEASES
C.009.218.568

LACTATION
LIF.070.070.060.040
RT: BREASTFEEDING

LAND
TEC.050
UF: land titling
land use

LAND DEVELOPMENT
TEC.050.040

LANGUAGE
INF.015.030
RT: MULTILINGUAL RESOURCES

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
PSY.010.045.020.050

LAPAROSCOPY
E.001.418.590
E.004.500.520

LARYNGEAL DISEASES
C.008.360
C.009.400

LASERS
SCI.060.050.050.040
SCI.060.070.050.040
UF: excimer laser

LAST OFFICES
E.005.785.500
A specific set of routines, checks and procedures that must be carried out when a person dies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LAW ENFORCEMENT</strong></th>
<th><strong>LEGAL ASPECTS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REG.040.043</td>
<td>REG.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use with other subjects for general legal aspects. For actual laws, including drafting and production, use LEGISLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT: LEGISLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW REFORM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.045.045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAWN BOWLS</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEGAL SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC.005.050.080.050</td>
<td>REG.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: bowling (lawn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEAD</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEGALISATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.001.552.435</td>
<td>REG.045.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEAD POISONING</strong></td>
<td>Legalisation of e.g. previously illegal drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.021.613.589</td>
<td>UF: decriminalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEADERSHIP</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEGIONELLA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY.050.040</td>
<td>B.003.440.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEARNING</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEGIONELLOSIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY.005.030.040</td>
<td>C.001.252.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY.042.040</td>
<td>C.008.730.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: cues</td>
<td><strong>LEGIONNAIRES' DISEASE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recall learning</td>
<td>C.001.252.500.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recognition learning</td>
<td>C.008.730.382.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self managed learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serial learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEARNING DISABILITIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEGISLATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.024.500</td>
<td>REG.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May be the result of emotional, environmental or physiological factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEARNING ORGANISATIONS</strong></td>
<td>Use for drafting and production of laws, and related discussion. For more general aspects, use LEGAL ASPECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN.050.060.040</td>
<td>RT: LEGAL ASPECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGAL ASPECTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEGUMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.001</td>
<td>TEC.032.090.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use with other subjects for general legal aspects. For actual laws, including drafting and production, use LEGISLATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: LEGISLATION</td>
<td>UF: fabaceae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGALISATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>LENGTH OF STAY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.045.050</td>
<td>FAS.070.040.030.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalisation of e.g. previously illegal drugs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: decriminalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGAL SERVICES</strong></td>
<td><strong>LENSES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.044</td>
<td>E.007.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGALISATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEPROSY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.045.050</td>
<td>C.001.252.040.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalisation of e.g. previously illegal drugs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: Hansen’s disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGALISATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEPTOSPIROSIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.045.050</td>
<td>C.001.252.847.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGAL SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>Use for drafting and production of laws, and related discussion. For more general aspects, use LEGAL ASPECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.044</td>
<td>RT: LEGAL ASPECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGALISATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEPTOSPIROSIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.045.050</td>
<td><strong>LEGAL SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalisation of e.g. previously illegal drugs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: decriminalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGALISATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>LEPTOSPIROSIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REG.045.050</td>
<td>C.001.252.847.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalisation of e.g. previously illegal drugs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: Hansen’s disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEUCOCYTES
A.011.118.637
A.015.145.229,637
A.015.382.490
UF: basophils
eosinophils
granulocytes
leukocytes
mononuclear leucocytes

LEUKAEMIA
C.004.557.337
UF: hairy cell leukaemia
leukemia
lymphocytic leukaemia

LH
D.006.472.734.463
UF: luteinising hormone

LIABILITY
REG.040.045

LIAISON
MAN.055.060

LIBRARIANSHIP
INF.065
UF: library science

LIBRARIES
INF.035.040
Use for libraries as buildings or organisations.
Prefer LIBRARY SERVICES

LIBRARY CATALOGUES
INF.040.015.045

LIBRARY LOANS
INF.050.035.030
UF: interlibrary loans

LIBRARY SERVICES
INF.050.035

LICENSING
REG.050
Legal permission to individuals or institutions
to engage in certain activities which require
official approval

LIFE CHANGE EVENTS
PSY.080.050.050
RT: TRANSITION

LIFE EXPECTANCY
POP.020.090.030

LIFE INSURANCE
ECO.060.050

LIFE SCIENCES
LIF

LIFE SUPPORT CARE
E.008.440
UF: basic life support
ECMO
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
life sustaining treatment

LIFESTYLE
PSY.080.050
RT: HOBBIES
LIVING WITH DISEASE
QUALITY OF LIFE
UF: healthy lifestyle

LIGHT
SCI.060.050.050
SCI.060.070.050.050
UF: photodynamic therapy

LIGHTING
PUB.030.015.050

LIMBS
A.001.378
UF: extremities

LIMULUS TEST
E.001.223.174.470
E.005.091.570
E.005.909.560.570

LINGUISTICS
INF.015.030.030

LIPIDS
D.010.516
RT: HYPERLIPIDAEMIA
UF: triglycerides

LIPIDS AND ANTILIPIDAEMIC AGENTS
D.010

LIPREADING
INF.015.030.035
RT: HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
SCI.010.010.020.040
UF: affinity chromatography
paper chromatography
LISTERIA
B.003.510.485
UF: listeria monocytogenes

LISTERIOSIS
C.001.252.514
UF: listeria infections

LITERACY
SOC.030.045
UF: illiteracy

LITERATURE AND DRAMA
SOC.045.050
UF: aphorisms and proverbs
drama
plays
poetry
quotations
theatre
theatregoing

LITERATURE-BASED REVIEWS
RES.062.070.060

LITHOTRIPSY
E.002.600

LITIGATION
REG.040.047

LIVER
A.003.620

LIVER CANCER
C.004.588.274.623
C.006.552.697
UF: hepatic cancer
liver neoplasms

LIVER CIRRHOSIS
C.006.552.630
UF: fibrosis, liver

LIVER DISEASES
C.006.552
UF: hepatolenticular degeneration

LIVER TRANSPLANTATION
E.004.210.650
E.004.936.150

LIVING ALONE
SOC.080.030.048
Do not confuse with INDEPENDENT LIVING
which is usually only used for people with disabilities

LIVING WILLS
REG.040.090.050
Statements of one’s wishes for health care, prepared in advance in case one becomes no longer competent to take part in decisions about medical treatment
RT: POWER OF ATTORNEY
UF: advance directives
advance health directives

LIVING WITH DISEASE
C.023.500
PSY.080.050.060
Covers social, psychological, physical, and lifestyle issues. Add name of specific disease

LOANS
ECO.070
RT: BUSINESS FINANCE
DEBT
UF: borrowing
lending

LOBBying
SOC.060.050
Formal and informal consultation with public officials to influence government policy and legislation

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
INF.060.030.010.040
UF: LAN

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SOC.035.040
UF: municipal government

LOCATION
POP.010.040

LOCUM SERVICES
FAS.070.040.015.040
UF: deputising services

LONG DAY CARE
FAS.070.020.020.040
Child care available for a full day

LONG TERM
SCI.080.040
UF: permanent

LONG TERM CARE
E.008.476
UF: extended care
LONGEVITY
LIF.070.010.040

LONGITUDINAL STUDIES
RES.062.070.030.025.060

LOW BACK PAIN
C.010.597.617.152.500

LOW BIRTH WEIGHT INFANTS
PEO.040.030.040.040
UF: lbw

LOW INCOME
POP.070.040.040
RT: AFFORDABILITY

LOW JOULE FOODS
TEC.032.080.045
UF: low calorie foods
low fat foods

LUMP SUM PAYMENTS
ECO.050.025.065.080.400
Payouts of savings income, usually superannuation contributions, all at one rather than over time
RT: INCOME
SUPERANNUATION

LUNG
A.004.411
RT: RESPIRATION

LUNG CANCER
C.004.588.750.520
C.008.381.540

LUNG DISEASES
C.008.381
RT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
UF: bronchopulmonary dysplasia
byssinosis
interstitial lung disease
pneumoconiosis
pulmonary diseases
pulmonary fibrosis
silicosis

LYMPHATIC DISEASES
C.015.604
UF: Gaucher disease
lymphadenitis
lymphoproliferative disorders

LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
A.015.382.520
UF: adenoids
lymph nodes
lymphoid tissue
spleen
thymus gland

LYMPHOCYTES
A.011.118.637.567
A.015.145.229.637.567
A.015.382.490.567
UF: B lymphocytes
B-lymphocytes
killer cells

LYMPHOEDema
C.015.604.555
Oedema due to obstruction of lymph vessels or disorders of the lymph nodes.
UF: lymphedema
Milroy's diseases

LYMPHOGRANULOMA VENEREUM
C.001.252.210.490
C.001.539.780.301.490

LYMPHOMA
C.004.557.386
C.015.604.569
UF: multiple myeloma

LYSSAVIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.782.500

MACROECONOMICS
ECO.075

MACULAR DEGENERATION
C.011.768.585
Degenerative changes in the macula lutea of the retina.
UF: age-related maculopathy
maculopathy, age related

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
E.001.357.578
E.001.357.927.578
UF: MRI
MAIL SERVICES
INF.025.060
UF: franking of mail
mail handling
postal services

MAINTENANCE
TEC.090.045
Upkeep of property or equipment
Do not use for child support
UF: repairs

MALABSORPTION SYNDROMES
C.006.405.469.637
C.018.452.603

MALARIA
C.003.752.552
RT: ANTIMALARIALS
MOSQUITOES

MALAISIA
WOR.025.060.045

MALE GENITAL CANCERS
C.004.588.945.440
C.012.294.440
UF: testicular cancers

MALE GENITAL DISEASES
C.012.294
UF: balanitis
epididymitis
epididymo-orchitis
hydrocele
hydrocoele
orchitis
Peyronie's disease
varicocele

MALNUTRITION
C.018.654.521
An imbalanced nutritional status resulting from insufficient intake of nutrients to meet normal physiological requirements

MALPRACTICE
REG.040.050
RT: ERRORS
UF: defensive medicine
negligence
professional misconduct

MAMMAL SYNDROMES
C.006.405.469.637
C.018.452.603

MALARIA
C.003.752.552
RT: ANTIMALARIALS
MOSQUITOES

MALAYSIA
WOR.025.060.045

MALE GENITAL CANCERS
C.004.588.945.440
C.012.294.440
UF: testicular cancers

MALE GENITAL DISEASES
C.012.294
UF: balanitis
epididymitis
epididymo-orchitis
hydrocele
hydrocoele
orchitis
Peyronie's disease
varicocele

MANAGEMENT
MAN
Use only for management in a very broad sense. Use ADMINISTRATION for the management of particular organisations, services, programs or facilities. For management of diseases or disorders use a therapy term or DISEASE MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INF.060.070.005.040
UF: MIS

MANAGERS
PEO.050.010.040
Managers of staff or projects. Prefer a management term
UF: middle managers

MANUAL HANDLING
SOC.005.040
Includes the lifting and carrying of patients and people with disabilities
UF: lifting and carrying

MANUALS
INF.040.015.025.040
RT: METHODS
WORK PRACTICES

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
TEC.045.055
MAPS
INF.040.005.048
UF: street directories

MARIJUANA
D.026.674.500
UF: cannabis

MARINE ENVIRONMENT
PUB.030.050.040
UF: sea

MARINE TOXINS
D.024.185.926.580

MARKET RESEARCH
MAN.055.062.045
TEC.025.050.050

MARKETING
MAN.055.062
TEC.025.050
RT: ADVERTISING
UF: sales representatives

MARKETS
ECO.080
RT: SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

MARRIAGE
SOC.080.030.050
RT: SPOUSES

MASS SCREENING
E.001.563
FAS.070.040.060.015.040
PUB.060.052
RT: HEALTH ASSESSMENTS
UF: multiphasic screening
screening

MASS SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
SCI.010.010.070.045
UF: mass fragmentography

MASSAGE
E.002.190.500
E.002.780.580
UF: hot stone massage
remedial massage
Swedish massage
Thai massage
therapeutic massage

MASTECTOMY
E.004.466
RT: BREAST CANCER

MATERIALS
TEC.055
The substance or substances of which a thing is made or composed
Do not use for information materials or equipment and supplies
UF: fracture mechanics

MATERIALS TESTING
TEC.055.075

MATERNAL FOETAL EXCHANGE
LIF.070.070.060.050
UF: placental transmission

MATERNAL HEALTH
E.008.500
RT: MOTHERS
PREGNANCY

MATERNAL HEALTH SERVICES
FAS.070.040.090.050
RT: MOTHERS
PREGNANCY

MATERNAL MORTALITY
POP.020.090.050.050

MATHEMATICS
SCI.050
UF: algorithms
Fourier analysis
fuzzy logic

MATURE AGED STUDENTS
PEO.085.030
RT: CONTINUING EDUCATION
STUDENTS
UF: older students

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVEL
PUB.060.060.030.050
UF: exposure limits
maximum allowable concentration

MAXIMUM RESIDUE LIMITS
PUB.060.060.015.050

MEALS
TEC.036.050
Use for healthy breakfasts, school lunches, etc.
MEASLES
C.002.782.660.585
RT: MEASLES MUMPS RUBELLA VACCINE
MEASLES VACCINE

MEASLES MUMPS RUBELLA VACCINE
D.024.310.894.899.450
RT: MEASLES
MUMPS
RUBELLA

MEASLES VACCINE
D.024.310.894.899.404
RT: MEASLES

MEASUREMENT
RES.060
UF: quantification

MEAT
TEC.032.065
Australian Food Standards Code, part C - meat, canned meat and products thereof
UF: beef
  lamb
  offal
  pork
  veal

MEAT PRODUCTS
TEC.032.065.060
UF: meat pies
  salami

MEDIA
INF.040.040
UF: mass media

MEDIA RELEASES
INF.040.015.065
INF.040.040.030
UF: press releases

MEDICAL EDUCATION
SOC.030.085.040
Use only for medical education in general. For education in a particular area of medicine, use the appropriate specific medical term with EDUCATION
UF: medical training
  physician education

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
SCI.020.030

MEDICAL ETHICS
SOC.045.030.020.050

MEDICAL GENETICS
LIF.035.045
A field of human genetics which entails the reliable prediction of certain human disorders as a function of the lineage and/or genetic makeup of any two parents or potential parents
UF: eugenics

MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION
INF.040.005.050
SOC.045.010.050

MEDICAL INFORMATICS
INF.060.070.005.045
The application of information technology to health care and medicine
Use only for the broad field of medical informatics - prefer more specific IT and medical terms

MEDICAL LEGISLATION
REG.045.060
Use in a very broad sense only. Prefer the specific aspect of medicine with LEGAL ASPECTS

MEDICAL PHYSICS
LIF.048
SCI.060.035
RT: RADIATION MONITORING
  RADIATION PROTECTION
  RADIOMETRY
UF: radiologic physics

MEDICAL PROCEDURES
E.002.650
MEDICAL RECORDS
INF.022.020.075.050
UF: child health records
patient records
problem-orientated medical records

MEDICAL RESEARCH
RES.062

MEDICAL SCHOOLS
SOC.030.035.080.050
RT: TEACHING HOSPITALS

MEDICAL SOCIETIES
ORG.080.040

MEDICALISATION
MAN.075.025.025.050
Treatment of a normal physiological state (eg
pregnancy) or social situation as a medical
problem with (expensive) medical solutions

MEDICALLY ACQUIRED DISEASE
C.023.280.537
UF: iatrogenic disease

MEDICARE
ECO.060.035.050.055
Use for the Medicare system in Australia. For
the U.S. Medicare system use State Medicine

MEDICINAL PLANTS
D.026.674.560
Consider also HERBS
RT: PLANTS
UF: ginkgo
ginseng

MEDICINE
LIF.045

MEDITATION
E.002.190.525
SOC.005.065.050

MEETINGS
ORG.035.040

MELANOMA
C.004.557.433
C.004.588.805.050

MELBOURNE
WOR.035.075.050

MELIODOSIS
C.001.252.550

MEMBRANES
A.010.615
UF: mucous membrane

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
MAN.055.010.045

MEMORY
PSY.042.040.045
UF: verbal memory
visual memory

MEMORY DISORDERS
C.023.100.625
UF: amnesia
memory impairment

MEN
PEO.030
UF: gynaecomastia
male

MEN'S HEALTH
POP.030.030.045
Use for men's health issues in a broad sense.
For specific diseases or conditions, use the
disease term and MEN.

MENIERE'S DISEASE
C.009.218.568.500

MENINGITIS
C.010.228.228.507
UF: amoebic meningitis
haemophilus meningitis

MENINGOCOCCAL INFECTIONS
C.001.252.600

MENOPAUSE
LIF.070.070.075.040

MENSTRUATION
LIF.070.070.040

MENSTRUATION DISORDERS
C.013.371.491
UF: amenorrhea
dysmenorrhea
MENTAL HEALTH
POP.030.030.050
PSY.040
RT: PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS
PSYCHOSOMATIC DISORDERS

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FAS.070.040.040
RT: PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS
PSYCHIATRY
UF: mental health centres
psychiatric services

MENTAL PROCESSES
PSY.042
UF: extrasensory perception
parapsychology
telepathy

MENTORING
MAN.080.080.050
UF: mentors

MERCURY
D.001.552.504

MESOTHELIOMA
C.004.557.588

METABOLIC DISEASES
C.018.452
UF: acid base imbalance
diabetes insipidus

METABOLISM
LIF.050
RT: PHARMACOKINETICS
UF: biological transport

METADATA
INF.025.020.030.050
INF.025.030.050

METALLURGY
TEC.045.058
UF: welding

METALS
D.001.552
TEC.055.050

METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS
PUB.030.045
UF: seasons

METHADONE
D.015.210.600.537

METHODS
RES.065
RT: MANUALS
UF: methodology
techniques

METRIC SYSTEM
SCI.090.050

MICE
B.002.649.865.500
UF: inbred mice
nude mice

MICROBIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
E.005.909.560
UF: bacteriological techniques
microbial sensitivity tests
viral load

MICROBIOLOGY
LIF.015.040

MICROECONOMICS
ECO.083
UF: microeconomic reform

MICROSCOPY
SCI.060.050.055
UF: fluorescence microscopy

MICROWAVES
SCI.060.070.050.060
UF: radiofrequency radiation

MIDDLE AGED
PEO.040.020.040
Generally age group 45 to 64 but some flexibility is allowed

MIDDLE EAST
WOR.065
UF: Arabia
Lebanon
Saudi Arabia
Turkey

MIDWIFERY
E.004.535.500
E.008.500.500
RT: OBSTETRICS
MIGRAINE
C.010.228.140.650
C.010.597.617.485.500

MIGRANTS
PEO.020.055
RT: IMMIGRATION

MILK
TEC.032.010.050
TEC.032.025.060
Use BREAST MILK for human milk

MINERALS
D.001.578
UF: silica

MINICOMPUTERS
INF.060.030.020.045

MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY
E.004.500
UF: keyhole surgery
    less invasive therapy
    minimal access surgery

MINING
TEC.045.060
UF: ore processing
    prospecting

MINISTERIALS
INF.015.050.040
Correspondence directed to the Government Minister by individuals or organisations

MINISTERS
PEO.035
SOC.035.050
Use only for government ministers. For ministers of religion, use RELIGION and PERSONNEL
RT: GOVERNMENT
    PORTFOLIO GROUPS
UF: health ministers

MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURES
E.005
This term groups together a number of miscellaneous procedures. Prefer a more specific term

MOBILE PHONES
INF.060.080.080.050
UF: mobile phone antennas
    mobile phone base stations

MOBILE SERVICES
FAS.070.045
UF: mobile health units
    mobile outreach

MOBILITY
SOC.005.045
UF: physical mobility

MODELS
RES.067
UF: biological models
    linear models
    psychological models
    simulation
    statistical models
    theoretical models

MODIFICATIONS
TEC.090.055
Use for modification of buildings, equipment, appliances etc to suit needs of special groups or individuals.

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
LIF.015.050

MOLLUSCS
B.001.644
UF: green lipped mussels
    mussels
    oysters
    snails

MONITORING
RES.070
Also consider ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, RADIATION MONITORING, PHYSIOLOGIC MONITORING

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
D.024.611.125.200
MOOD DISORDERS
C.025.500
UF: affective symptoms
emotional disturbances

MORBIDITY
POP.020.090.040
PUB.040.050
Use for illness in an epidemiological or statistical context
RT: DISEASES AND DISORDERS ILLNESS

MORPHINE
D.015.210.600.638.547

MORTALITY
POP.020.090.050
PUB.040.055
RT: DEATH
DISEASE SURVIVAL
UF: death rates

MORTUARY PRACTICE
E.005.785
RT: DEATH
UF: cemeteries
funeral rites
funerals
undertaking

MOSQUITOES
B.001.131.617.610
RT: MALARIA

MOTHERS
PEO.025.010.040
SOC.080.030.060.050
RT: MATERNAL HEALTH
MATERNAL HEALTH SERVICES
UF: nursing mothers

MOTIVATION
PSY.045

MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE
C.010.574.562
C.010.668.500
Disease characterized by degeneration of the motor neurones of the spinal cord, brainstem, or motor cortex
UF: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
lateral sclerosis
motor neuron disease
motor system disease

MOUTH
A.014.549
UF: tongue

MOUTH AND JAW DISEASES
C.007

MOUTH AND JAW SYSTEM
A.014

MOUTH DISEASES
C.007.465
UF: ankyloglossia
denture stomatitis
drooling
tongue-tie

MOVEMENT
LIF.070.050.050
UF: gait
human movement
kinesethesis
 locomotion

MOVEMENT DISORDERS
C.010.597.559
UF: ataxia
athetosis
psychomotor disorders

MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS
PSY.080.030.080.050
PEO.050.052
RT: MULTIFUNCTIONAL SERVICES

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SERVICES
FAS.070.020.050
RT: INTEGRATION OF SERVICES
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS
UF: multipurpose services

MULTILINGUAL RESOURCES
INF.040.050
RT: LANGUAGE
NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING
BACKGROUND
UF: bilingual services

MULTIPLE BIRTH
LIF.070.070.060.055

MULTIPLE DISABILITIES
C.024.100.500
C.024.600
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
C.010.228.337.578
C.020.111.500
UF: ms

MUMPS
C.002.782.660.625
RT: MEASLES MUMPS RUBELLA VACCINE

MUSCLES
A.002.633
A.010.690
UF: Achilles tendon
respiratory muscles
tendons

MUSCULAR DISEASES
C.005.651
UF: muscle cramps
polymyositis

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
C.005.651.661.523
C.010.668.523
RT: GENETIC DISEASES
UF: myotonic dystrophy

MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASES
C.005

MUSCULOSKELETAL PHYSIOLOGY
LIF.070.050
UF: equilibrium

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
A.002
UF: articular ligaments
ligaments
skeleton

MUSIC
SOC.005.050.030.050
SOC.045.060
UF: concerts
music therapy
orchestras

MUTAGENICITY TESTS
E.005.393.560
E.005.540.800.560

MUTAGENS
D.005.569.468

MUTATION
LIF.035.050

MYALGIC ENCEPHALOMYELITIS
C.005.651.310
C.010.228.600
UF: CFS
chronic fatigue syndrome
ME
post viral fatigue syndrome

MYCOLOGY
LIF.015.040.050

MYCOSES
C.001.703
RT: ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS
Fungi
UF: aspergillosis
candida infections
candidiasis
coccidioidomycosis
vaginal thrush

MYCOTOXINS
D.024.185.926.587

MYOCARDIAL DISEASES
C.014.280.600
UF: cardiomyopathy
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

NAMED GROUPS BY AGE
PEO.040
This term groups together the different age
groups. Prefer a more specific term

NAMES
INF.015.030.030.060.040
UF: eponyms

NARCOTICS
D.015.210.600

NATIONAL
WOR.004

NATIVE ANIMALS
B.002.158.220
UF: kangaroos
monotremata
platypus

NATURAL DISASTERS
PUB.030.020.040
UF: drought
earthquakes
famine
floods
NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
LIF.070.070.010.050
Family planning and contraceptive techniques using natural body cycles - eg rhythm method
UF: billings method
    ovulation detection
    rhythm method
    safe sex calendar

NATURAL PRODUCTS
D.026.600

NATURAL RESOURCES
PUB.030.050

NATUROPATHY
E.002.190.575

NEBULISERS AND VAPOURISERS
E.007.605
UF: inhalers
    puffers
    spacers

NECK
A.001.598

NEEDLE EXCHANGE
E.007.612.200
UF: syringe exchange

NEEDLE SHARING
C.025.200.400.400.500

NEEDLES
E.007.612

NEEDLESTICK INJURIES
C.021.866.500

NEEDS AND DEMAND
MAN.060.050.050
UF: demand
    needs assessment
    needs based
    requirements
    unmet needs
    user needs

NEGOTIATION
INF.015.035
MAN.055.065

NEMATODE INFECTIONS
C.003.335.508
UF: ascariasis
    hookworm infections
    toxocariasis
    trichinosis

NEONATAL DISEASES AND DEFECTS
C.016

NEONATAL SCREENING
E.001.563.580
PUB.060.052.580

NEOPLASTIC PROCESSES
C.004.697
RT: ADVANCED DISEASE CANCER
UF: cocarcinogenesis
    lymphatic metastasis
    metastasis
    polyps
    precancerous conditions

NERVOUS SYSTEM
A.008
RT: NEUROLOGY
UF: afferent pathways
    neural pathways
    neurobiology
    neurosciences

NERVOUS SYSTEM CANCERS
C.004.588.614
C.010.551
UF: neuroblastoma

NERVOUS SYSTEM DEFECTS
C.016.131.666

NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES
C.010
RT: NEUROLOGY
    NEUROSURGERY
UF: neuritis

NETHERLANDS
WOR.055.065
UF: Holland

NETWORKS
ORG.052
Networks of people or organisations in a particular field. For computer networks use COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
RT: COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES
C.010.574
Hereditary and sporadic conditions which are characterized by progressive nervous system dysfunction. These disorders are often associated with atrophy of the affected central or peripheral nervous system structures.

NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS
C.010.597
UF: abnormal reflex

NEUROLOGY
LIF.045.045
RT: NERVOUS SYSTEM
NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES

NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES
C.005.651.661
C.010.668
UF: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
myasthenia gravis
SMA
spinal muscular atrophy

NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
LIF.070.055
UF: nerve degeneration
nerve regeneration
nervous system physiology
neural transmission

NEUROSURGERY
E.004.530
RT: NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES
UF: psychosurgery

NEUROTIC DISORDERS
C.025.600
UF: affective disorders
neuroses

NEUROTOXINS
D.024.185.926.640

NEUROTRANSMITTER AGENTS
D.014.100

NEUROTRANSMITTERS
D.014

NEW SOUTH WALES
WOR.035.045

NEW ZEALAND
WOR.070

NEWBORN INFANTS
PEO.040.030.040.050
Age group birth to 1 month
RT: PERINATOLOGY
UF: Apgar score
neonatal

NEWSLETTERS
INF.040.015.080.040
Informal publications, generally distributed free to members of an organisation

NICKEL
D.001.268.607
D.001.552.607

NICOTINE
D.003.515
RT: SMOKING
TOBACCO

NITROGEN
D.001.625

NITROGEN OXIDES
D.001.362.635
D.001.625.550
D.005.284.101.517

NITROSO COMPOUNDS
D.002.654

NOISE
PUB.030.055
PUB.060.060.050
SCI.060.010.070.050

NOISE INDUCED HEARING LOSS
C.009.218.458.500.460

NON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
TEC.032.010.060
Australian Food Standards Code, part O - non alcoholic beverages
UF: carbonated beverages
cordials
energy drinks
soft drinks
syrups

NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING BACKGROUND
PEO.020.060
RT: IMMIGRATION
MULTILINGUAL RESOURCES
UF: ESL
NESB
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NON-IONISING RADIATION
SCI.060.070.050
UF: radiowaves

NONGOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS
ORG.055
UF: NGO

NONPRESCRIPTION DRUGS
D.026.394.393
UF: OTC
over the counter drugs

NONPROFIT ORGANISATIONS
ORG.060

NONSTERoidal ANTI-INFLAMMATory AGENTS
D.017.300
UF: NSAIDS

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
INF.015.040
UF: kinesics

NORTH AMERICA
WOR.010.055

NORTHERN TERRITORY
WOR.035.050

NORWAY
WOR.055.080.060

NOSE DISEASES
C.008.460
C.009.603
UF: rhinitis

NOTIFIABLE DISEASES
C.001.539.221.500
Use in a broad sense only. Do not use in relation to specific diseases
RT: CASE REPORTING

NOTIFICATION
INF.015.045
Use in a broad sense for the process of disease notification. Prefer morbidity for specific diseases

NOVEL FOODS
TEC.038.060
TEC.090.015.060
Foods created by biotechnology
RT: GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOODS

NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES
D.005.569
UF: highly toxic chemicals

NUCLEAR ENERGY
PUB.030.030.050
TEC.030.050.040

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
TEC.030.050
UF: nuclear industry

NUCLEAR FACILITIES
TEC.030.050.050
UF: nuclear installations

NUCLEAR FUEL
TEC.030.050.040.032

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SCI.010.010.070.050
SCI.060.040.055
UF: magnetic resonance spectroscopy

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
LIF.045.050

NUCLEAR PHYSICS
SCI.060.040
UF: elementary particles
quantum theory

NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS
PUB.030.030.050.050
TEC.030.050.050.040
UF: power reactors

NUCLEAR REACTORS
TEC.030.050.050.050

NUCLEAR SHIPS
TEC.030.050.050.060
TEC.095.070.050
UF: nuclear powered ships
nuclear powered warships

NUCLEAR WARFARE
SOC.080.080.090.050
UF: nuclear weapons

NUCLEIC ACIDS
D.013.444

NUCLEOSIDES AND NUCLEOTIDES
D.013
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**NURSE PRACTITIONERS**  
PEO.050.045.040.050  
Nurses who are specially trained to assume an expanded role in providing medical care under the supervision of a doctor

**NURSES**  
PEO.050.045.040.050

**NURSING**  
E.008.611  
RT: NURSING SERVICES  
UF: nursing care

**NURSING EDUCATION**  
SOC.030.085.050

**NURSING HOMES**  
FAS.030.030.040  
FAS.030.075.045  
FAS.070.015.075.045  
RT: AGED  
AGED CARE ASSESSMENT TEAMS  
UF: extended care facilities  
intermediate care facilities

**NURSING PROCESS**  
E.008.611.500

**NURSING SERVICES**  
FAS.070.040.045  
RT: NURSING

**NURSING STAFF**  
PEO.050.045.040

**NUTRIENT INTAKE**  
LIF.030.030.050  
UF: RDI  
recommended dietary intake

**NUTRITION**  
LIF.030.050

**NUTRITION ASSESSMENT**  
LIF.030.050.042

**NUTRITION DISORDERS**  
C.018.654  
UF: starvation

**NUTRITIONAL AND METABOLIC DISEASES**  
C.018

**NUTRITIONAL LABELLING**  
TEC.070.035.050

**NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**  
LIF.030.050.045  
UF: healthy eating  
vitamin requirements

**NUTRITIONAL STATUS**  
LIF.030.050.050  
POP.030.030.030.050

**NUTRITIVE VALUE**  
LIF.030.055

**NUTS**  
TEC.032.070  
Australian Food Standards Code, part M - nuts and nut products  
UF: coconut  
peanut butter

**OBESITY**  
C.018.654.621  
LIF.070.030.030.020.050  
RT: WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET  
UF: overweight

**OBJECTIVES**  
MAN.060.050.055  
PSY.045.050  
Personal, project or organisational goals and objectives  
UF: aims  
goals  
mission statements  
organisational objectives

**OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER**  
C.025.100.500

**OBSTETRICAL AND GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS**  
E.001.249

**OBSTETRICS**  
E.004.535  
RT: MIDWIFERY  
PREGNANCY

**OBSTRUCTIVE LUNG DISEASES**  
C.008.381.495  
UF: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease  
COPD

**OCCASIONAL CARE**  
FAS.070.020.020.045
OFFICE AUTOMATION
INF.060.070.005.050
Applications systems incorporating such facilities as word processing and electronic mail, available across an organisation
UF: office information systems

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
E.007.630
Office machines, equipment and supplies. May include computer equipment if being used in a very general sense, but prefer HARDWARE terms for this

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
MAN.075.040
Use for management of offices, businesses or practices on a small scale, including use of information technology, interior design, finance etc. Prefer more specific terms in these areas
UF: medical practice management

OH&S
PUB.060.055
RT: EMPLOYMENT
ERGONOMICS
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
WORKPLACE
UF: occupational health and safety

OILS
D.010.516.627
TEC.065
Covers dietary oils, industrial oils, and plant oils
UF: flaxseed oil

OINTMENTS
D.026.394.225.589

OLDER WORKERS
PEO.050.050
UF: mature age workers

ONCOGENIC VIRUSES
B.004.909.574
RT: CANCER
UF: papillomaviruses

ONCOLOGY
LIF.045.040.050
RT: CANCER
UF: medical oncology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health and Ageing Thesaurus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **OPERATING SYSTEMS**
INF.060.070.050
Use for operating systems of computer applications |
| **ORAL SURGERY**
E.004.545
E.006.892
UF: tooth extraction |
| **ORGANIC CHEMICALS**
D.002 |
| **ORGANIC CHEMISTRY**
SCI.010.050
UF: phosphorylation |
| **ORGANISATION AND ESTABLISHMENT**
MAN.050 |
| **ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE**
MAN.050.055
SCI.080.080.020.050
UF: organisation development |
| **ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE**
MAN.050.060
Shared values and beliefs that provide a sense of identity and principles of behaviour to members of an organisation
UF: corporate culture
corporate image
organisational style |
| **ORGANISATIONAL EFFICIENCY**
ECO.030.050
UF: efficiency scrutinies |
| **ORGANISATIONAL FUNCTIONS**
MAN.050.065
RT: ROLE
UF: organisational role |
| **ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONS**
MAN.055
RT: COMMUNICATION |
| **ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE**
MAN.050.070
UF: classification of staff
designations
hierarchy |
| **ORGANISATIONS**
ORG
UF: organizations |
| **ORGANISMS**
B |
ORGANOCHLORINE INSECTICIDES
D.005.723.491.491
UF: endosulfan

ORGANOCHLORINES
D.002.455.526.439
UF: chlorinated hydrocarbons
hydrocarbons, chlorinated

ORGANOPHOSPHATE INSECTICIDES
D.005.723.491.574

ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
D.002.705

ORIENTATION
PSY.060.050
PSY.070.050

ORPHAN DRUGS
TEC.045.025.300

ORTHODONTICS
E.006.658
UF: orthodontic appliances
removable orthodontic appliances

ORTHOMYXOVIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.782.620

ORTHOPAEDIC EQUIPMENT
E.007.858.442
UF: bone screws
braces
crutches
orthopaedic fixation devices
orthotic devices
splints

ORTHOPAEDICS
E.004.557
RT: BONE AND BONES
FRACTURES
UF: arthrodesis
arthroplasty
orthopedics

OSI
INF.060.010.050
Open Systems Interconnection

OSTEOARTHRITIS
C.005.550.114.606
C.005.799.613

OSTEOPATHY
E.002.190.600

OSTEOPOROSIS
C.005.116.579
UF: postmenopausal osteoporosis

OSTOMY
E.004.579
UF: colostomy
ileostomy
stoma

OTITIS MEDIA
C.009.218.705
UF: middle ear infections

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DISEASES
C.009
UF: otolaryngology
paranasal sinus diseases

OUTCOME AND PROCESS ASSESSMENT
MAN.075.050.050

OUTCOMES
MAN.060.035.050
MAN.075.025.045
RT: EFFECTIVENESS

OUTPATIENTS
PEO.010.015.060.050
RT: AMBULATORY CARE

OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS CARE
FAS.070.020.020.050
UF: after school care
before school care

OUTSOURCING
ECO.045.035.050

OVARIAN CANCER
C.004.588.945.418.685
C.013.371.270.750

OVERDOSE
C.021.613.730

OVERSEAS TRAINEE DOCTORS
PEO.050.045.070.050
UF: foreign medical graduates

OVUM
A.005.490.690
A.011.497.497
A.016.631
OWNERSHIP
ECO.085

OXYGEN
D.001.268.632
D.001.655

OZONE
D.001.655.498

PACIFIC ISLANDS
WOR.075
UF: Fiji
Guam
Melanesia
Micronesia
Pacific region
Polynesia
Tonga

PACKAGING
TEC.045.065
RT: CONTAINERS
UF: child resistant containers

PAEDIATRICS
LIF.045.060
RT: CHILDREN
CHILDREN’S HOSPITALS
UF: pediatrics

PAIN
C.010.597.617
LIF.070.055.080.060
PSY.070.070.060
RT: ANALGESIA
ANALGESICS
PALLIATIVE CARE
UF: chronic pain

PAKISTAN
WOR.025.080.050

PALLIATIVE CARE
E.008.666
Treatment of incurable diseases with the aim of pain relief rather than cure
RT: PAIN
TERMINAL CARE

PAMPHLETS
INF.040.015.070
UF: brochures

PANCREATIC DISEASES
C.006.689
UF: pancreatitis

PANIC DISORDER
C.025.100.550
UF: panic attacks

PAP SMEAR
E.001.223.500
E.001.249.550
RT: CERVICAL CANCER
UF: vaginal smears

PAPAYA
B.006.550

PAPER
TEC.055.060

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
WOR.075.060
UF: New Guinea

PARALYSIS
C.010.597.622
RT: SPINAL CORD INJURIES
UF: Bell palsy
Bell’s palsy
hemiplegia
paraplegia
quadriplegia

PARASITES
B.001.714

PARASITIC DISEASES
C.003
RT: ANTIPARASITIC AGENTS

PARASITOLOGY
LIF.015.060

PARENTERAL FEEDING
E.002.421.505
UF: parenteral hyperalimentation

PARENTERAL INFUSIONS
E.005.300.510

PARENTS
PEO.025.010
SOC.080.030.060
RT: CHILD REARING
GRANDPARENTS
UF: parents at home

PARKINSON’S DISEASE
C.010.228.140.804
PARLIAMENT
SOC.035.060

PARLIAMENTARY LIAISON
INF.015.050
RT: GOVERNMENT

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS
INF.015.050.050

PART TIME
MAN.080.050.090.050

PARTIAL HEARING LOSS
C.009.218.458.500
C.010.597.257.443.439

PARTICIPATION
MAN.055.070
Participation of all parties involved in or affected by a service, policy, decision etc - in particular the consumer/client
RT: CONSUMER FOCUS FORUMS INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
UF: community involvement
community participation
consumer participation
patient participation
public comment

PARTICLE SIZE
SCI.010.070.060

PARTNERSHIPS
MAN.055.072
Formal relationships involving financial and legal liability between 2 or more organisations - often between government and non-government organisations - to work towards broad objectives
RT: JOINT VENTURES

PASSIVE SMOKING
PUB.060.060.010.080.060
RT: SMOKING
UF: environmental tobacco smoke

PASTURE GRASSES
B.006.580

PATENTS
REG.040.041.050

PATHOGENICITY
C.023.650
Studies of the ability to cause disease in humans or animals
Use with microorganisms, viruses and parasites
UF: virulence

PATHOLOGY
LIF.045.065
UF: pathologic processes

PATIENT CARE
E.008
Use only for very general care - prefer a more specific term

PATIENT CARE PLANNING
E.002.300.700
A written medical and nursing care program designed for a particular patient
RT: AFTERCARE INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLANS
UF: asthma action plans

PATIENT COMPLIANCE
PSY.010.015.010.050

PATIENT DISCHARGE
FAS.070.040.030.060

PATIENT EDUCATION
FAS.070.040.060.030.060
SOC.030.020.030.060

PATIENT ISOLATION
E.002.770
UF: exclusion periods

PATIENT OBSERVATIONS
E.008.611.600
Observations, such as temperature, pulse, blood pressure taken on inpatients usually by nursing staff

PATIENTS
PEO.010.015.060

PEAK BODIES
ORG.065
Federations of nongovernment organisations in a particular field
UF: umbrella organisations
PEER GROUP
PSY.080.030.060
UF: peer support

PEER PRESSURE
PSY.080.030.065

PEER REVIEW
MAN.080.048.050
RES.062.050

PELVIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASE
C.013.371.514
UF: adnexitis

PELVIS
A.001.673

PENICILLINS
D.020.085.739

PENSIONERS
PEO.010.015.070
RT: AGE PENSIONS
DISABILITY PENSIONS
PENSIONS
SERVICE PENSIONS

PENSIONS
ECO.050.025.065.060
RT: ADVANCE PAYMENTS
AGE PENSIONS
DISABILITY PENSIONS
PENSIONERS
SERVICE PENSIONS

PEOPLE
PEO
This term is used to group different types of people. Prefer a specific term

PEPTIC ULCER
C.006.405.613
UF: duodenal ulcer
gastric ulcer
stomach ulcer

PEPTIDES
D.012.644

PERCEPTION
PSY.042.060
UF: space perception

PERCEPTUAL DISORDERS
C.023.100.750
UF: hallucinations

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
MAN.080.048.055.050

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
MAN.080.048

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
MAN.080.048.055
RT: EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT
EVALUATION
FEEDBACK
PROGRAM EVALUATION
UF: rating of employees

PERFORMANCE PAY
ECO.052.080.060
MAN.080.075.050

PERFUME
D.026.313.050

PERINATOLOGY
LIF.045.060.060
RT: NEWBORN INFANTS
UF: perinatal

PERIODICALS
INF.040.015.080
UF: journals

PERIODONTAL DISEASES
C.007.465.714
UF: gingival diseases
gingival hyperplasia
gingivitis
gum diseases
periodontitis

PERIPHERAL NERVE DISEASES
C.010.668.829
UF: acrodydia
autonomic nervous system diseases
Bell palsy
Bell's palsy
nerve compression syndromes
polyradiculoneuritis
reflex sympathetic dystrophy syndrome
PERIPHERAL NERVES
A.008.796
UF: acoustic nerve
    brachial plexus
    carotid body
    mechanoreceptors
    median nerve
    neuroeffector junction
    neuromuscular junction
    optic nerve
    sensory receptors

PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISEASES
C.014.907.607
UF: peripheral angiopathies

PERSONAL ASSETS
ECO.090.010
Resources available for future economic benefit, including such items as real property, cash, securities, etc.
RT: ASSETS MANAGEMENT
    INCOME
UF: possessions

PERSONAL CARE
E.008.700
RT: ACTIVITIES

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
INF.060.030.020.050
UF: microcomputers
    PC

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
PSY.050.060

PERSONAL FINANCE
ECO.090
RT: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
UF: estate planning

PERSONAL INFORMATION
INF.022.020.075.055
Use for documents dealing with the collection and security of personal information including name, address, medical history, employment history, etc. Often used in conjunction with a confidentiality or related term
RT: DISCLOSURE
UF: personal details

PERSONAL PROPERTY
ECO.090.010.040
MAN.062.060
RT: SECURITY
UF: estate planning
    personal effects
    valuables

PERSONAL SATISFACTION
PSY.010.015.050

PERSONAL SECURITY
MAN.070.060
Use for security measures, taken at an individual's level, against crime, fraud or criminal injury. For prevention of accidents at a personal level, use SAFETY
RT: FRAUD
    SAFETY

PERSONALITY
PSY.050
UF: individuality
    temperament

PERSONALITY DISORDERS
C.025.700
UF: antisocial personality disorder
    psychopaths
    schizoid personality disorder

PERSONNEL
PEO.050
Use where there is no suitable more specific term for a particular group of employees
RT: STAFFING
UF: employees
    officers
    staff
    workers

PERSONNEL SCHEDULING
MAN.080.050

PERSONNEL TURNOVER
MAN.080.055
UF: retention of staff

PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION
INF.015.055
UF: influence
    propaganda

PERTH
WOR.035.080.050
PTI.024.310.894.135.535
RT: WHOOPING COUGH

PEST CONTROL
PUB.060.010.060

PESTICIDE RESIDUES
D.005.723.697
PUB.060.060.070.060

PESTICIDES
D.005.723

PETROL SNIFFING
C.025.200.700.600

PETROLEUM
PUB.030.030.040.060
TEC.040.070
UF: gasoline

PETS
B.002.158.116.500
SOC.005.050.058
RT: DOMESTIC ANIMALS
UF: animal assisted therapy
pet therapy

PHARMACEUTICAL BENEFITS
ECO.060.035.050.070
RT: PRESCRIBED DRUGS
PRESCRIPTION FEES

PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY
SCI.010.060
UF: structure activity relationship

PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES
FAS.070.040.055
UF: community pharmacy

PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY
E.005.916
TEC.090.060
RT: DRUGS

PHARMACIES
FAS.030.030.050

PHARMACISTS
PEO.050.045.060

PHARMACOEPIDEMIOLOGY
PUB.040.060
The statistical study of the spread of usage of drugs

PHARMACOGNOSY
LIF.015.020.060
LIF.060.060

PHARMACOKINETICS
LIF.050.060
UF: biotransformation

PHARMACOLOGY
LIF.060
The study of the origin, nature, properties and actions of drugs and their effects on living organisms
RT: DRUGS

PHARMACOPOEIAS
INF.040.015.025.050.050
UF: dispensatories

PHARMACY
LIF.065
The practice of compounding and dispensing medicinal preparations
RT: DRUGS
PRESCRIPTION FEES

PHARYNGEAL DISEASES
C.007.550
C.009.775
UF: nasopharyngeal diseases

PHENYLKETONURIA
C.018.452.648.766
C.024.400.600
UF: PKU

PHILIPPINES
WOR.025.060.065

PHILOSOPHY
SOC.045.070
RT: RIGHTS
UF: metaphysics
utopias
PHOBIAS
C.025.100.600
UF: agoraphobia
claustrophobia
fear of the dark
phobic disorders
social phobia

PHOSPHATES
D.001.248.730
D.001.680

PHOTOCOPYING
INF.020.050

PHOTOGRAPHS
INF.040.005.060

PHTHALIC ACIDS
D.002.805

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
SCI.010.070
UF: adsorption
catalysis
corrosion
crystallography
desiccation
molecular structure

PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
C.024.700

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
E.001.706
UF: heart auscultation
neurologic examination

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
SCI.010.070.070
Use for physical properties of materials, substances etc
UF: adhesiveness
density
solubility
specific gravity
surface tension

PHYSICS
SCI.060
UF: elasticity
fluid flow
hardness
rheology
thermodynamics

PHYSIOLOGIC MONITORING
E.001.621

PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION
LIF.070.059
UF: acclimatisation

PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS
C.023.280.853
Use only for stress in a physiological sense - eg heat stress

PHYSIOLOGY
LIF.070
UF: comparative physiology

PHYSIOPATHOLOGY
LIF.070.060
Use with organs and diseases for disordered function in disease states

PHYSIOTHERAPY
E.002.780
E.002.831.578
LIF.045.068
UF: heliotherapy
physical therapy
TENS

PICORNAVIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.782.687

PICORNAVIRUSES
B.004.909.777.618
UF: foot and mouth disease virus
rhinoviruses

PILOT PROJECTS
RES.062.070.062
UF: demonstration projects
pilot centres

PITUITARY HORMONES
D.006.472.734

PLACEMENT
FAS.070.060
Use for placement of a client in an activity

PLAGUE
C.001.252.310.980.745
UF: bubonic plague

PLANNING
MAN.060.050
Note that there are preferred terms for planning in some specific areas: FAMILY
PLANNING, INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLANS, PATIENT CARE PLANNING, SOCIAL PLANNING, URBAN PLANNING
UF: capability planning
   estate planning
   forward planning
   plans
   strategic planning

PLANT AND MACHINERY
E.007.690
TEC.030.060
UF: engines

PLANT BREEDING
TEC.005.050

PLANT DISEASES
TEC.005.060

PLANT MATERIALS
D.026.674

PLANT OILS
D.010.516.627.500

PLANTS
B.006
RT: AGRICULTURE
   BOTANY
   HERBICIDES
   MEDICINAL PLANTS
UF: angiosperms
   plant biotechnology
   stinging plants
   transgenic plants
   trees

PLASMA
A.012.207.152.693
A.015.145.693

PLASMODIUM
B.001.841.611
UF: plasmodium berghei
   plasmodium falciparum
   plasmodium malariae
   plasmodium vivax

PLASTIC SURGERY
E.004.600
UF: cosmetic surgery
   skin grafts

PLAY AND PLAYTHINGS
SOC.005.050.060
UF: scooters
   toys

PLAYGROUNDS
FAS.030.060.050
UF: adventure playgrounds

PLEURISY
C.008.730.582

PNEUMOCOCCAL DISEASE
C.001.252.890.670

PNEUMONIA
C.008.381.677
C.008.730.610
UF: mycoplasma pneumonia

PODIATRY
LIF.075
RT: FOOT DISEASES

POINT-OF-CARE SERVICES
FAS.070.040.058
Laboratory and other services provided to patients at the bedside. These include diagnostic and laboratory testing using automated information entry systems
UF: bedside testing
   point of care technology

POISONING
C.021.613
PUB.060.005.055
RT: ADVERSE EFFECTS
   HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
   TOXICOLOGY
UF: carbon monoxide poisoning
   drink spiking
   drug overdoses

POISONOUS ANIMALS
B.002.158.286

POISONS
D.005.569.612
UF: stinging plants

POLICE
REG.010.060
POLICY
MAN.056
For policy other than Commonwealth policy, add the sector or organisation type.
UF: government policy
    public policy

POLICY DEVELOPMENT
MAN.056.050
UF: policy making

POLIOMYELITIS
C.002.782.687.359.764
C.010.228.228.769
C.010.228.854.641
RT: POLIOVIRUS VACCINE

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
D.024.310.894.899.614
RT: POLIOMYELITIS

POLITICS
SOC.060
RT: GOVERNMENT

POLLEN
B.006.585

POLLUTION
PUB.060.060
UF: environmental pollution

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
D.002.455.526.439.773
UF: PCB
    polychlorobiphenyl compounds

POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS
D.004

POLYCYSTIC OVARIAN SYNDROME
C.004.182
C.013.371.550
UF: polycystic ovary syndrome

POLYMERS
D.025.720

POLYSACCHARIDES
D.009.203.698
UF: lactose

POPPY
B.006.590

POPULATION
POP.020.060
The total number of persons inhabiting a particular region or area

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
POP
UF: cultural characteristics

POPULATION CONTROL
POP.020.065.060

POPULATION DYNAMICS
POP.020.065
The pattern of any process, or the interrelationship of phenomena, which affects growth or change within a population
UF: declining population areas
    population density
    population growth

PORTFOLIO GROUPS
ORG.040.060
Use sparingly for groups of related government agencies which are grouped under one minister - may include both a central department and other government/semi-government agencies
RT: GOVERNMENT MINISTERS

POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY
E.001.357.927.300.600
UF: PET

POST RETIREMENT WORK
POP.070.020.050
RT: DEFERRED RETIREMENT
    RETIREMENT
    RETIREMENT AGE
    VOLUNTEERING
UF: working after retiring

POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
C.025.100.625

POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION
SOC.030.085.070
UF: graduate education

POSTMARKET MONITORING
REG.060.300

POSTNATAL CARE
E.008.500.700
POSTNATAL DEPRESSION
C.013.703.844.500
C.025500.400.500
RT: PUERPERAL DISORDERS

POSTOPERATIVE CARE
E.004.624
UF: postoperative period

POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS
C.023.814
RT: SURGERY

POSTURE
LIF.070.050.060
RT: ERGONOMICS

POVERTY
POP.070.035.060
SOC.080.080.060
RT: HOMELESSNESS
UF: poor

POVERTY LINE
POP.070.035.060.060
SOC.080.080.060.060

POWER (PSYCHOLOGY)
PSY.045.060

POWER OF ATTORNEY
REG.040.066
RT: LIVING WILLS

POXVIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.256.743

PRACTICE GUIDELINES
MAN.075.050.060.060
Guidelines to aid health practitioners in patient care decisions
UF: clinical guidelines

PRECLINICAL DRUG EVALUATION
REG.060.260.400
Preclinical experimentation of drugs in experimental animals or in vitro
UF: drug screening

PREGNANCY
LIF.070.070.060
RT: MATERNAL HEALTH
MATERNAL HEALTH SERVICES
OBSTETRICS
SAFE SEX
UF: prolonged pregnancy

PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS
C.013.703
RT: COMPLICATIONS
UF: ectopic pregnancy
hydatidiform mole
infectious complications of pregnancy
morning sickness
placenta praevia
pre-eclampsia
toxaemia in pregnancy
trophoblastic tumor

PREGNANCY OUTCOME
C.013.703.778
Usually refers to the consequences of an abnormal pregnancy eg foetal death or disease

PREJUDICE
PSY.010.015.060
Use for prejudice as an attitude
RT: DISCRIMINATION
RACE RELATIONS

PREMATURE INFANTS
PEO.040.030.040.060

PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME
C.013.371.491.600
Physical, psychologic, or behavioural changes that occur during the menstrual cycle
UF: PMS
PMT
premenstrual tension

PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS
E.001.249.746
UF: chorionic villi sampling

PREOPERATIVE CARE
E.004.641

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
PEO.040.030.060
Age group 2 to 5 years
UF: toddlers

PRESCRIBED DRUGS
D.026.394.790
Drugs supplied by prescription only
RT: DRUG PRESCRIPTIONS
PHARMACEUTICAL BENEFITS

PRESCRIPTION FEES
ECO.040.060
RT: PHARMACEUTICAL BENEFITS
PHARMACY
PRESENTATIONS
INF.015.057
UF: speeches

PRESSURE
SCI.060.060
UF: hydrostatic pressure
vacuum

PRESSURE SORES
C.017.800.850
UF: bed sores
decubitus ulcer

PRESSURE VESSELS
SCI.060.060.050

PREVALENCE
POP.020.090.040.060

PREVENTION AND CONTROL
PUB.060.070.001
Use for the public health aspects of prevention and control of particular diseases. Covers the activities associated with developing control mechanisms, national responses and procedures to prevent the occurrence of outbreak of diseases

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY
E.006.761
PUB.060.070.060.050

PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES
FAS.070.040.060
RT: PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
PUB.060.070
RT: PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES

PRICES
ECO.040.062
UF: pricing
prospective pricing

PRIMARY EDUCATION
SOC.030.020.050

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
FAS.070.040.015.060

PRIMARY PREVENTION
PUB.060.070.060
Prevention of disease in susceptible individuals through promotion of health, including mental health, and specific protection, as in immunisation, as distinguished from the prevention of complications or after-effects of existing disease (that is DISEASE MANAGEMENT)

PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
PEO.040.030.065
Age group 6 to 12 years

PRIMATES
B.002.649.801
UF: anthropoidea
chimpanzees
green monkeys
monkeys
pongidae
saimiri

PRINTING
INF.070.050
UF: fonts

PRION DISEASES
C.010.228.228.800

PRIORITIES
MAN.060.050.060
UF: prioritising skills

PRISONERS
PEO.055

PRISONS
REG.010.070

PRIVACY
REG.070.060
Personal privacy in activities of daily living (eg for clients in residential facilities)
RT: CONFIDENTIALITY DISCLOSURE

PRIVATE SECTOR
ECO.085.060
UF: private market

PRIVATISATION
ECO.085.065
RT: COMMERCIALISATION

PROBABILITY
SCI.050.080.060

PROBLEM REPORTING
INF.050.020.050
TEC.090.065.050
RT: INCIDENT MONITORING
UF: fault reports
PROBLEM SOLVING
PSY.042.080.060
TEC.090.065.060
UF: fixes resolution of problems troubleshooting

PROBLEMS
TEC.090.065
Problems with equipment or systems

PRODUCT APPROVAL
REG.060

PRODUCT INFORMATION
TEC.070.060
Information provided by the manufacturer to help ensure that the product is used correctly. In the case of medicines, this includes information for the doctor and pharmacist and package inserts for the patient.
RT: CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY
PRODUCT LABELLING
QUALITY USE OF MEDICINES
UF: consumer product information patient package inserts PPI

PRODUCT LABELLING
TEC.070
RT: PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCT RECALL
REG.060.450
Recall of, e.g. drugs, foods.
RT: CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY

PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL
REG.060.500
Withdrawal of a product by the manufacturer

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
MAN.057
Management of operational or production processes
UF: operations management

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
ORG.080.060

PROFESSIONAL CLIENT RELATIONS
PSY.080.040.060
UF: professional patient relations

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MAN.080.080.060

PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY
REG.040.035.050

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES
PEO.050.055.050
Use with occupations (or specialties or services) for items relating to that occupation as a profession - eg professional standards. But also consider EDUCATION and WORKFORCE

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
PEO.050.055

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
MAN.075.025.060

PROGNOSIS
E.001.789

PROGRAM BUDGETING
ECO.045.020.060
MAN.060.050.070.060

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
MAN.058.050

PROGRAM EVALUATION
MAN.060.075
MAN.075.050.055
RES.040.075
Evaluation of programs, projects or services. May include effectiveness, cost benefit analysis or impact
RT: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
UF: post implementation reviews

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
SOC.030.080.060
UF: interactive educational material

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
INF.060.070.060

PROGRAMS
MAN.058
Use for major programs of organisations, particularly government agencies

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
MAN.060
UF: critical path method

PROJECTS
MAN.061
Use sparingly. The subject of the project is probably more important
PROOFREADED

PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION
MAN.062
RT: HOME MAINTENANCE
HOME MODIFICATIONS

PROPHYLAXIS
E.002.790
PUB.060.070.065
The administration of a drug or therapy to prevent disease
UF: prophylactic therapy

PROPOSALS
INF.015.060
UF: request for proposal

PROSTAGLANDINS
D.010.516.251.708
D.024.185.575

PROSTATE CANCER
C.004.588.945.440.770
C.012.294.440.770
C.012.294.550.770

PROSTATIC DISEASES
C.012.294.550
UF: benign prostate hyperplasia
BPH
prostatic hypertrophy

PROSTHETES
E.004.659
E.007.858.565
RT: AMPUTATION
UF: artificial limbs

PROSTHODONTICS
E.006.780
UF: dental casting technique

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
E.007.700.600
TEC.027.060
UF: cleanroom garments
hats
helmets

PROTECTIVE DEVICES
E.007.700
UF: eye protective devices
head protective devices
mouth protectors
mouthguards
safety barriers
safety devices
safety gates

PROTEIN DEFICIENCY
C.018.654.223.708
UF: kwashiorkor
protein calorie malnutrition

PROTEINS
D.012.776

PROTOZOA
B.001.841

PROTOZOAN INFECTIONS
C.003.752

PSEUDOMONAS INFECTIONS
C.001.252.739

PSORIASIS
C.017.800.859

PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS
C.025
RT: MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
UF: mental disorders
mental illness
psychiatric problems

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS
FAS.030.030.035.070.060
RT: MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

PSYCHIATRY
LIF.045.070
Includes psychiatric aspects
RT: MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
UF: orthopsychiatry

PSYCHOANALYSIS
E.002.795.700
UF: psychoanalytic theory
psychoanalytic therapy

PSYCHOGERIATRICS
LIF.045.035.070
LIF.045.070.070

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS
INF.015.030.030.050
UF: neurolinguistics
NLP

PSYCHOLOGICAL ADAPTATION
PSY.060
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
E.001.790
UF: aptitude tests
  Bender Gestalt test
  neuropsychological tests
  psychometrics
PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA
C.025.100.650
RT: REFUGEES
PSYCHOLOGY
PSY
Includes psychological aspects
UF: behavioural sciences
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
PSY.062
UF: motor skills
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY
LIF.060.070
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
LIF.070.065
PSY.070
UF: consciousness
PSYCHOSEXUAL DISORDERS
C.025.800
UF: child molesters
  paedophilia
  paraphilias
  pedophilia
PSYCHOSOMATIC DISORDERS
C.023.280.870
Physical disorders caused by or notably influenced by the emotional or psychological state of the patient
RT: MENTAL HEALTH
  STRESS
UF: psychophysiologic disorders
PSYCHOTHERAPY
E.002.795
UF: autogenic training
  Gestalt therapy
  reality therapy
  remotivation therapy
PSYCHOTIC DISORDERS
C.025.900
UF: mania
  manic depression
  manic depressive disorder
  manic disorders
  paranoia
  paranoid disorders
  psychoses
PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
D.015.700
PUBERTY
LIF.070.030.060
LIF.070.070.075.060
RT: YOUTH
UF: menarche
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
MAN.065
Use only for public administration in a general sense. Prefer a more specific management term
PUBLIC AWARENESS
PSY.010.015.065
SOC.030.020.055
Use for events and campaigns designed to raise public awareness and/or positive attitudes towards specific issues
RT: INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
  PUBLIC RELATIONS
UF: community awareness
  community perceptions
PUBLIC HEALTH
PUB.060
RT: HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
PUB
PUBLIC HOSPITALS
FAS.030.030.035.050
UF: general hospitals
PUBLIC HOUSING
POP.010.030.050
Rental housing owned by government authorities
PUBLIC OPINION
PSY.010.015.070
UF: opinion polls
PUBLIC RELATIONS
MAN.055.075
RT: PUBLIC AWARENESS
UF: public affairs
publicity

PUBLIC SECTOR
ECO.085.070
RT: GOVERNMENT

PUBLIC SERVICE
SOC.035.070
The Departments and personnel responsible for the administration of government policy and legislation
Use for issues which are public service wide
RT: GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
UF: government personnel

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
TEC.095.060

PUBLISHING
INF.070

PUERPERAL DISORDERS
C.013.703.844
RT: POSTNATAL DEPRESSION

PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA
C.008.381.495.632

PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
C.001.252.040.846.899
C.008.381.922
C.008.730.939

PURCHASER/PROVIDER SPLIT
ECO.045.050

PURCHASING
ECO.045.012
UF: acquisition
group purchasing
procurement

PYRETHRINS
D.002.455.700

PYROGENS
D.024.185.733
RT: FEVER

Q FEVER
C.001.252.790.650

QUALIFICATIONS
SOC.030.040.050
RT: CERTIFICATION
UF: educational status

QUALITY ADJUSTED LIFE YEARS
ECO.015.015.050
RT: QUALITY OF LIFE
UF: QALY

QUALITY ASSURANCE
MAN.075.050.060
Activities and programs intended to assure or improve the quality of care or service
RT: STANDARDS

QUALITY CONTROL
TEC.090.070
Production control of technical processes
RT: STANDARDS

QUALITY INDICATORS
MAN.075.050.062

QUALITY OF LIFE
SOC.045.070.060
RT: LIFESTYLE
QUALITY ADJUSTED LIFE YEARS
UF: living well

QUALITY OF SERVICE
MAN.075.050
UF: high quality care
quality of care

QUALITY USE OF MEDICINES
E.002.319.730
The safe, responsible and correct use of medicines. Includes education for physicians, pharmacists and patients
Use for inadvertent misuse of medicines
RT: DRUG UTILISATION
PRODUCT INFORMATION
UF: misuse of medicines
overprescribing
QUM
wise use of medicines

QUARANTINE
PUB.060.010.070
REG.030.060

QUEENSLAND
WOR.035.055
RABBITS
B.002.649.637

RABIES
C.002.782.750

RACE RELATIONS
SOC.010.020.070
RT: PREJUDICE

RADIATION
SCI.060.070
UF: fluorescence
radiation scattering

RADIATION DOSAGE
E.005.799.513
PUB.060.075.060
SCI.060.070.070.070
Radiation dose to patient in diagnostic imaging
or radiotherapy

RADIATION DOSIMETRY
PUB.060.075.075.060
SCI.060.070.070.080.070
Monitoring and limiting radiation dosages
received by health personnel or others working
with radiation
UF: dosimetry

RADIATION EFFECTS
PUB.060.075.070
UF: radiobiology

RADIATION INDUCED CANCERS
C.004.682
C.021.866.733.476

RADIATION INJURIES
C.021.866.733

RADIATION MONITORING
E.005.799.638
PUB.060.035.070
PUB.060.075.075
SCI.060.070.070.080
RT: MEDICAL PHYSICS
UF: thermoluminescent dosimetry

RADIATION PROTECTION
PUB.060.075.080
RT: MEDICAL PHYSICS

RADIO
INF.040.005.070
INF.040.040.070
INF.060.080.065
UF: community radio

RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
D.001.287
UF: transactinium elements
transuranium elements

RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT
PUB.060.075.082

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
TEC.055.065

RADIOACTIVE POLLUTANTS
D.005.284.638

RADIOACTIVE WASTE
D.005.284.638.638
PUB.060.060.090.030.070
PUB.060.075.085

RADIOACTIVITY
SCI.060.040.070
UF: radioactive decay

RADIOGRAPHY
E.001.357.818
RT: X-RAYS
UF: fluoroscopy
interventional radiography

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY
E.001.223.495.567.639
E.001.289.514
E.005.478.567.639

RADIOISOTOPE DIAGNOSIS
E.001.289

RADIOISOTOPES
D.001.496.749

RADIOLOGIC HEALTH
PUB.060.075
A general term for health aspects of radiation.
Prefer a more specific term
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
E.005.920
TEC.090.075

RADIOLOGY
LIF.045.072

RADIOMETRY
E.005.799
SCI.060.070.070
RT: MEDICAL PHYSICS
UF: scintillation counting

RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING
E.001.289.806
E.001.357.820

RADIONUCLIDES
SCI.060.040.080

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
D.001.496.749.735
D.026.394.850

RADIOThERAPY
E.002.810
UF: high energy radiotherapy
neutron capture therapy
X-ray therapy

RADON
D.001.287.798

RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIALS
RES.062.070.015.070
UF: randomised clinical trials
randomized controlled trials

RATIONING
MAN.060.050.070.070
RT: SOCIAL JUSTICE

RATS
B.002.649.865.560
UF: inbred rats

READING
INF.015.030.070
SOC.005.050.030.070

REAL ESTATE
ECO.090.010.060
RT: HOME DOWNSIZING
HOME MODIFICATIONS
HOME OWNERSHIP
HOUSING
UF: real property

REBATES
ECO.050.025.060

RECLAIMED WATER
PUB.060.080.090.070
UF: reuse of water

RECOMBINANT DNA
D.013.444.308.460

RECOMBINANT TECHNOLOGY
LIF.025.070
TEC.090.015.070

RECOMMENDATIONS
MAN.060.075.070
RES.040.075.080

RECORD LINKAGE
INF.022.020.075.060
Use for the linking of records in different systems

RECORDS
INF.022.020.075
RT: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
UF: office records

RECORDS MANAGEMENT CENTRES
INF.035.060

RECREATION
SOC.005.050
RT: FISHING
HOLIDAYS
UF: entertainment
horse riding
inline skates
leisure activities
night clubs
roller blades
skateboarding
social activities
trampolining

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
FAS.030.060
UF: fitness centres
gyms
RECRUITMENT
MAN.080.060
Use for personnel recruitment only. For recruitment in hearing, use HEARING IMPAIRMENTS or AUDITORY PERCEPTION
UF: personnel promotion
personnel transfers
selection criteria

RECTAL DISEASES
C.006.405.469.860
UF: anus diseases
haemorrhoids

RECYCLING
PUB.060.080.080.070
UF: reuse
secondhand

REDEPLOYMENT
MAN.080.065
UF: secondment

REFERENCE BOOKS
INF.040.015.025.050
UF: almanacs

REFERENCE SERVICES
INF.050.035.070
Enquiry service provided by libraries which may require complex tracking down of information

REFERENCE STANDARDS
SCI.090.070
UF: reference values

REFERRAL
MAN.075.025.015.070
Referral to a specialist or to another service

REFLEXOLOGY
E.002.190.799
UF: reflexotherapy

REFORM
MAN.067
Do not use widely - should be used for major reforms with widespread application only (eg reform of social welfare system, introduction or abolishment of Medicare, etc)

REFRACTIVE ERRORS
C.011.744
UF: astigmatism
myopia
presbyopia

REFRIGERATION
E.005.760.643

REFUGEES
PEO.060
RT: IMMIGRATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA
UF: shelters

REGIONAL AREAS
POP.010.040.050
Use for regions within a country or State. Do not use for WHO regions
UF: statistical local areas

REGIONAL CENTRES
POP.010.040.065.060
POP.010.040.080.060

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ECO.017.060
SOC.080.070.050

REGIONAL FOCUS
MAN.075.070
Focus on regional areas for planning and activities, not necessarily involving devolution of administrative functions
UF: local responsiveness

REGIONALISATION
MAN.075.070.070
SOC.080.070.060
Decentralisation of an organisation’s functions to regional areas, including some degree of autonomy in administration
UF: decentralisation

REGISTERS
INF.022.020.078

REGISTRATION
REG.050.080

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
SCI.050.080.065

REGULATION AND CONTROL
REG
UF: regulatory framework

REGULATIONS
REG.045.070
### REHABILITATION
E.002.831
Use for rehabilitation of people with disabilities, or following illness or injury. For rehabilitation of offenders, consider CORRECTIVE SERVICES, BEHAVIOUR THERAPY
RT: AFTERCARE
DISABILITIES
DISABILITY SERVICES
UF: habilitation
physical medicine
restorative care
tertiary prevention

### REHABILITATION UNITS
FAS.030.070
UF: rehabilitation centres

### RELAXATION
SOC.005.065

### RELIABILITY
TEC.090.065.070

### RELIGION
SOC.045.080
UF: Bible
Buddhism
Judaism
mysticism
pastoral care

### REMINDER SYSTEMS
INF.015.065

### REMOTE AREAS
POP.010.040.055
Includes remote sites in computer network configurations
UF: isolated areas

### RENAL AGENTS
D.019.770
RT: KIDNEY
KIDNEY DISEASES

### RENAL DIALYSIS
E.002.850
RT: KIDNEY DISEASES
UF: continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis
dialysis
haemodialysis
peritoneal dialysis

### REPAIR
TEC.015.015.015.070
UF: rebuilding

### RENTING
ECO.085.075
RT: TENANTS
UF: hiring
leasing
rental
rental sector
rents

### REPATRIATION HOSPITALS
FAS.030.030.035.070.070
RT: VETERANS
UF: veterans hospitals

### REPORTING
INF.015.030.090.080
MAN.050.080

### REPRESENTATION
MAN.055.080
Representation of groups of people or organisations, for example, in consultation

### REPRODUCTION
LIF.070.070
RT: FEMALE DISEASES

### REPRODUCTIVE CONTROL AGENTS
D.007

### REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY
E.005.820
UF: assisted conception
assisted reproductive technology
donor insemination
ovulation induction
reproduction techniques

### REPTILES
B.002.833
UF: snakes

### REQUESTS
INF.050.020.060
Requests to provide a service or take some specific action

### RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RES
Use for general information on the field of research and development, including policy, funding, etc. Consider also Research techniques and other narrower terms
RT: EPIDEMIOLOGY
EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE
UF: clinical research
research
RESEARCH DESIGN
RES.062.065
TEC.090.025.070

RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS
ORG.068

RESEARCH PERSONNEL
PEO.050.070

RESEARCH SUPPORT
ECO.050.025.062
RT: GRANTS
UF: research funding

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
RES.062.070
RT: EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS

RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES
FAS.030.075
FAS.070.015.075
RT: ACCOMMODATION
UF: institutional care

RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
POP.010.040.060
UF: internal migration
intra-urban migration
relocation
seasonal migration
transients

RESIDUES
PUB.060.060.070
Coordinate with specific substance. Note more specific terms Drug Residues and Pesticide Residues exist. For residues in humans, consider Body Burden
RT: BODY BURDEN
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
TOXICITY

RESOURCES
MAN.060.050.070
UF: availability
shortages
stock
surplus

RESPIRATION
LIF.070.025.070
RT: LUNG
UF: aspiration
breathing
respiratory dead space

RESPIRATION DISORDERS
C.008.618
UF: altitude sickness
breathing disorders
breathing problems
hypoxemia
respiratory distress syndrome

RESPIRATORS
E.007.750
UF: ventilators

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
E.001.302
RT: LUNG DISEASES
RESPIRATORY TRACT DISEASES
UF: lung function tests
lung volume measurement
peak flow measurements
spirometry

RESPIRATORY HYPERSENSITIVITY
C.008.674
C.020.543.680
UF: allergic rhinitis

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
A.004
UF: ethmoid sinus
larynx
paranasal sinuses
trachea

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AGENTS
D.021

RESPIRATORY THERAPY
E.002.880
UF: intermittent positive pressure ventilation
IPPV
nasal continuous positive airway pressure
NCPAP
oxygen inhalation therapy
positive pressure respiration

RESPIRATORY TRACT CANCERS
C.004.588.750

RESPIRATORY TRACT DISEASES
C.008
RT: RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS
UF: anoxia
pleural effusion
tracheal stenosis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health and Ageing Thesaurus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.008.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: chest infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharyngitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respiratory syncytial virus infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsv infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sore throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETIRED AGE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP.020.010.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: DEFERRED RETIREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARLY RETIREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST RETIREMENT WORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETIREES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: age of retiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETIRED VILLAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS.030.075.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS.070.015.075.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP.010.030.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement communities, including those which provide continuing care facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: AGED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: continuing care retirement communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETIRED VILLAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS.030.075.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS.070.015.075.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP.010.030.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement communities, including those which provide continuing care facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: AGED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: continuing care retirement communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESTRUCTURING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN.050.070.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: reorganisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structural reforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESUSCITATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.008.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: artificial respiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resuscitation orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETAIL INDUSTRY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC.045.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: sales representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shopping centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermarkets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETINAL DISEASES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.011.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: retinal degeneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETIRED</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: RETIREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETIREMENT AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETRENCHMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN.080.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP.070.080.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: employment termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETROVIRUS INFECTIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.002.782.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETROVIRUSES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.004.909.777.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: HTLIV-BLV viruses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RHABDOVIRUSES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.004.909.777.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: ebola virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabies virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RHEUMATIC DISEASES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.005.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RHEUMATIC FEVER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.001.252.890.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.005.550.114.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.005.799.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.005.550.114.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.005.799.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.020.111.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: Sjogrens syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIKETTSIAAL INFECTIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.001.252.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: louse-borne epidemic typhus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rickettsia infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scrub typhus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trench fever</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health and Ageing Thesaurus

RICETTSIALES
B.003.440.650
UF: coxiella
  rickettsia
  rickettsia prowazekii
  rickettsiaceae

RODENTS
B.002.649.865
UF: guinea pigs
  hamsters

ROLE
PSY.080.030.070
For organisational role, use
ORGANISATIONAL FUNCTIONS
RT: ORGANISATIONAL FUNCTIONS
UF: role models

ROSS RIVER VIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.782.930.400
UF: epidemic polyarthritis

RUBBER
D.025.720.840
TEC.055.070

RUBELLA
C.002.782.930.815
RT: MEASLES MUMPS RUBELLA VACCINE

RUMINANTS
B.002.649.380
UF: camels
  cattle
  goats
  sheep

RUNNING COSTS
ECO.015.070
UF: operating costs

RURAL AREAS
POP.010.040.065

RURAL HEALTH SERVICES
FAS.070.040.070

RUSSIA
WOR.055.070
UF: USSR

SAFE SEX
PSY.010.070.070
Sex behaviour that prevents or decreases the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases or
pregnancy
RT: CONTRACEPTION
  PREGNANCY
  SEX EDUCATION

RIGHTS
REG.070
RT: PHILOSOPHY
UF: human rights
  user rights

RISK
SCI.050.080.060.070

RISK ASSESSMENT
SCI.050.080.060.070.060
RT: RISK MANAGEMENT

RISK BEHAVIOUR
PSY.010.060
UF: dangerous behaviour
  harmful behaviour
  risk taking

RISK FACTORS
SCI.050.080.060.070.070
RT: CAUSES

RISK MANAGEMENT
MAN.068
RT: RISK ASSESSMENT

RNA VIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.782
UF: arenavirus infections
  coronavirus infections
  rotavirus infections

RNA VIRUSES
B.004.820
B.004.909.777
UF: arenaviruses
  bunyaviruses
  coronaviruses
  epidemic haemorrhagic fever virus
  hantaan virus
  reoviruses
  rift valley fever viruses

RODENTICIDES
D.005.723.853
SAFETY
PUB.060.005.070
RT: INJURIES
UF: accident prevention
biosafety

SAFETY MANAGEMENT
MAN.068.070
PUB.060.005.070.070
UF: safety audit

SALARIES AND FRINGE BENEFITS
ECO.052.080
MAN.080.075
UF: clinical privileges
employee benefits
rates of pay
wages

SALICYLATES
D.017.300.810

SALMONELLA
B.003.440.425.800

SALMONELLA INFECTIONS
C.001.252.310.821
UF: paratyphoid fevers

SAMPLING STUDIES
RES.062.070.080

SANITATION
PUB.060.080
UF: sanitary engineering

SARCOMA
C.004.557.863

SARS
C.002.782.900
C.008.730.730
UF: severe acute respiratory syndrome

SCABIES
C.003.211.394
C.017.800.838.770
RT: ARACHNIDS

SCANDINAVIA
WOR.055.080
UF: Iceland

SCHISTOSOMIASIS
C.003.335.859

SCHIZOPHRENIA
C.025.900.800

SCHOLARSHIPS
SOC.030.085.030
UF: fellowships

SCHOOLS
SOC.030.035.070
Use for primary or secondary schools or colleges as buildings or organisations. Prefer the type of education
UF: exclusion periods

SCIATICA
C.010.597.617.675
C.010.668.675
C.023.888.750

SCIENCES
SCI
Includes scientific aspects
UF: astronomy

SCREEN BASED EQUIPMENT
E.007.780
Includes monitors, terminal screens and also non-computer screens such as in microfiche readers
Mainly intended for OH&S aspects of using such equipment

SEARCH ENGINES
INF.060.070.005.036.082

SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER
C.025.500.400.700
UF: sad
seasonal mood disorder

SEAT BELTS
E.007.700.800
RT: VEHICLES

SECONDARY EDUCATION
SOC.030.020.060
SECRETIONS
A.012.838
UF: bile
- cervix mucous
- excess sweating (hyperhidrosis)
- gastric juice
- hyperhidrosis
- mucus
- saliva
- semen
- sweat

SECURITY
MAN.070
Use for security measures against crime or debt
RT: PERSONAL PROPERTY
UF: guarding
- safes

SEDENTARY LIFESTYLE
PSY.080.050.080
UF: physical inactivity

SELECTIVE SEROTONIN REUPTAKE INHIBITORS
D.014.100.850
UF: seratonin uptake inhibitors

SELENIUM
D.001.937.750

SELF CARE
E.002.900

SELF CONCEPT
PSY.050.060.070
RT: BODY IMAGE
UF: dignity
- ego
- identification (psychology)
- self assessment (psychology)
- self efficacy
- self esteem
- self respect

SELF EMPLOYMENT
POP.070.020.060

SELF EXAMINATION
E.001.706.860

SELF FUNDED RETIREES
PEO.065.020
People whose income on retirement derives from personal investments and wealth rather than any forms of government income support
RT: INCOME
UF: investments

SELF HELP DEVICES
E.007.796
RT: INDEPENDENT LIVING
UF: aids (devices)
- assistive technology
- continence aids

SELF HELP GROUPS
ORG.025.070
UF: living well meetings

SELF INJURY
C.021.866.800

SELF MEDICATION
E.002.319.827
E.002.900.880

SELF REGULATION
REG.075

SELLING
ECO.045.070
RT: HOME DOWNSIZING
UF: sale of goods

SENATE ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
ECO.045.020.025.070
Use for internal DHSH purposes only

SENIORS
PEO.040.020.060
Aged 50 and over.
For Seniors Portal indexing, prefer this term to 'aged' for works relating to older people in general
RT: AGED
UF: senior citizens

SENIORS ORGANISATIONS
ORG.070
UF: organisations for the aged
- pensioners organisations
- senior citizens clubs
SENSATION
LIF.070.055.080
PSY.070.070
UF: kinaesthesia
kinesthesia
taste
touch

SENSE ORGANS
A.009

SENSORY AIDS
E.007.814

SENSORY IMPAIRMENTS
C.010.597.751
C.024.800
UF: dizziness
restless legs syndrome
RLS
sensation disorders
smell loss

SEPTICAEMIA
C.001.539.775

SERODIAGNOSIS
E.001.223.495.826
RT: BLOOD
UF: counterimmunoelectrophoresis
haemagglutination tests
immunoelectrophoresis

SEROLOGY
LIF.080
RT: BLOOD

SERVERS
INF.060.030.020.070

SERVICE AGREEMENTS
MAN.055.010.070
MAN.075.025.070
UF: service charters
service level agreements

SERVICE INDUSTRIES
TEC.045.080

SERVICE MANAGEMENT
MAN.075

SERVICE PENSIONS
ECO.050.025.065.060.080
RT: ADVANCE PAYMENTS
CONCESSION CARDS
PENSIONERS
VETERANS

SERVICE PROVIDERS
ORG.075
UF: proprietors
service organisations

SEVERE DISABILITY
C.024.100.800

SEVERE PAIN
C.010.597.617.791

SEWAGE
PUB.060.060.090.070
PUB.060.080.065

SEX
LIF.070.070.070
RT: SEXUAL HEALTH
UF: coitus
ejaculation
orgasm
sex characteristics
sexual relations

SEX DISORDERS
C.012.294.644
C.013.371.665

SEX EDUCATION
SOC.030.020.030.080
RT: SAFE SEX

SEX FACTORS
POP.020.070

SEX HORMONES
D.006.472.866
UF: androgens
progestogens

SEX INDUSTRY
PSY.010.070.080
UF: pornography
prostitution
sex workers

SEX OFFENCES
SOC.025.020.070
UF: child pornography
SEXUAL ASSAULT
SOC.025.020.010.070
SOC.025.020.070.070
UF: date rape
rape
sexual abuse

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR
PSY.010.070
UF: erotica
masturbation
sexuality

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SOC.025.020.070.075

SEXUAL HEALTH
POP.030.030.080
RT: IMPOTENCE
MENOPAUSE
SEX
UF: healthy sex life
sex life

SEXUAL REPRODUCTION PERIODS
LIF.070.070.075

SEXUAL STERILISATION
E.004.950.599
RT: CONTRACEPTION
UF: tubal sterilisation
vasectomy

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
C.001.539.780
C.002.800
UF: HPV infections
human papilloma virus infections
sexually transmitted infections
STI
VD
venereal diseases
venereology

SHAREHOLD HOUSING
POP.010.030.075
A residential unit shared by two or more people who do not form a single family
RT: GROUP HOMES

SHARPS
E.007.858.700
Use for sharp medical or surgical instruments in the context of safety, infection control and disposal

SHELTERED WORKSHOPS
FAS.070.030.060
Facilities which provide work training and experience for people with disabilities on a temporary or permanent basis

SHIGA TOXINS
D.024.185.926.123.794
UF: shiga-like toxins
vero cytotoxins

SHIGELLOSIS
C.001.252.310.850
C.006.405.469.237.479
UF: bacillary dysentery

SHINGLES
C.002.256.466.423
UF: herpes zoster

SHIPS
TEC.095.070
UF: boats
stevedoring

SHOCK
C.023.888.789

SHORT TERM
SCI.080.070

SHOULDER
A.001.378.209.749

SIBLINGS
SOC.080.030.070
SOC.080.030.080

SIGN LANGUAGE
INF.015.040.070
RT: HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

SIGNS
TEC.015.015.020.080
Use for signs, signposting and directions
UF: symbols

SINGAPORE
WOR.025.060.075

SINGLE PARENT
PEO.025.010.070
PEO.070.070
SOC.080.030.060.080
SOC.080.030.080.080
Includes single parent families
UF: sole parent
SINGLE PERSON
PEO.070
SOC.080.030.080
UF: lone person

SINUSITIS
C.008.730.749
C.009.752

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
SOC.030.040.060
RT: STAFF DEVELOPMENT

SKIN
A.001.835
RT: DERMATOLOGY
UF: nails

SKIN AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES
C.017

SKIN CANCER
C.004.588.805
C.017.800.882
RT: SUNSCREENS

SKIN DISEASES
C.017.800
RT: DERMATOLOGY
UF: acne rosacea
- callosities
- calluses
- circumscribed scleroderma
- dermatoses
- itching
- pigmentation disorders
- pruritus
- rashes
- rosacea
- skin ulcer
- systemic scleroderma
- vitiligo

SKIN MANIFESTATIONS
C.017.800.871
UF: birthmarks
- blisters
- scars
- wrinkles

SKIN TESTS
E.001.223.495.862
E.001.862
UF: patch tests

SKULL
A.002.232.781
UF: facial bones
- orbit

SLEEP
LIF.070.055.085
PSY.070.075
UF: naps

SLEEP APNOEA
C.008.618.862
C.010.597.785.700
UF: sleep apnea

SLEEP DISORDERS
C.010.597.785
C.023.100.796
UF: hypersomnia
- insomnia
- narcolepsy
- night terrors
- nightmares
- sleepwalking

SLOW VIRUS DISEASES
C.002.839

SMALL BUSINESS
TEC.025.070
RT: BUSINESS
- BUSINESS FINANCE
- BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

SMALLPOX
C.002.256.743.826

SMELL
LIF.070.055.080.070
PSY.070.070.070
UF: smell loss

SMOKE
PUB.060.060.010.080

SMOKING
C.025.200.450.700
PSY.010.040.080
For smoking of marijuana, use SMOKING and MARIJUANA
RT: NICOTINE
- PASSIVE SMOKING
- TOBACCO
UF: cigarette smoking
SMOKING CESSATION
PSY.010.040.080.080
UF: quitting smoking

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
PSY.060.080
PSY.080.075
RT: SOCIAL ISOLATION

SOCIAL ASPECTS
SOC.001
Use with other subjects to describe general social aspects of those subjects - eg AIDS and SOCIAL ASPECTS. Prefer a more specific social sciences term

SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
PSY.010.080
UF: psychosocial behaviour
social identification

SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR DISORDERS
C.025.700.700
UF: conduct disorder

SOCIAL CHANGE
SOC.080.040

SOCIAL CLASS
POP.070.065
SOC.080.045
UF: middle class
social mobility
social status

SOCIAL CONDITIONS
POP.070.070
SOC.080.050

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
SOC.080.060
UF: society

SOCIAL INDICATORS
INF.022.020.080.080
RES.030.020.080.080

SOCIAL ISOLATION
PSY.080.078
RT: INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

SOCIAL JUSTICE
REG.070.070
RT: ABORIGINAL RECONCILITATION
RATIONING
UF: equity

SOCIAL MARKETING
MAN.055.062.090
PSY.010.090
TEC.025.050.090
Marketing/advertising aimed at changing an individual's behaviour, particularly in preventive health areas - eg smoking cessation, moderating alcohol intake etc
RT: BEHAVIOUR

SOCIAL MEDICINE
LIF.045.075
UF: medical sociology

SOCIAL MODELLING
SOC.080.070.067

SOCIAL PERCEPTION
PSY.042.060.080

SOCIAL PLANNING
SOC.080.070

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOC.080.080
UF: civil disorders

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY.080
UF: psychosocial
psychosocial deprivation

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
SOC.045.030.080

SOCIAL SCIENCES
SOC

SOCIAL SECURITY
ECO.050.025.065

SOCIAL SKILLS
PSY.010.080.085

SOCIAL SUPPORT
FAS.070.090.070
Support systems that provide assistance and encouragement, either informal social support (usually provided by friends, relatives or peers), or formal assistance (provided by churches, groups etc)
UF: social reinforcement

SOCIAL VALUES
PSY.080.080
SOCIAL WELFARE
FAS.070.090
UF: social services
welfare services

SOCIAL WELFARE PAYMENTS
ECO.050.025.065.080
The process of giving or receiving monies or the equivalent. For payments made as the result of specific types of funding or financial assistance, combine with or use a more specific term, eg grants, allowances, rebates, subsidies, etc

SOCIAL WORK
FAS.070.090.075

SOCIAL WORKERS
PEO.050.075

SOCIETIES
ORG.080
UF: clubs
service clubs

SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS
POP.070
UF: social circumstances

SOCIOLOGY
SOC.080

SODIUM
D.001.552.850

SODIUM CHLORIDE
D.001.552.900
TEC.032.020.070

SODIUM RESTRICTED DIET
E.002.293.510

SOFTWARE
INF.060.070
RT: COMPUTING SKILLS
UF: computer programs

SOIL
PUB.030.080
UF: potting mix

SOIL POLLUTANTS
D.005.284.756

SOLUTIONS
D.026.394.225.766
For chemical solutions only. For solutions to problems, use PROBLEM SOLVING

SOLVENTS
D.026.837

SOUND
SCI.060.010.070

SOUTH AFRICA
WOR.005.070

SOUTH AMERICA
WOR.010.075
UF: Bolivia
Brazil
Guyana
Peru
Venezuela

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
WOR.035.060

SOUTHEAST ASIA
WOR.025.060
UF: Laos

SOYA PRODUCTS
TEC.032.090.050.080

SPAIN
WOR.055.085

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOC.030.020.070
Educational programs and services for students with disabilities

SPECIAL HOSPITALS
FAS.030.030.035.070

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
INF.035.040.070

SPECIAL NEED GROUPS
PEO.075
UF: minority groups
special interest groups

SPECIAL PURPOSE FOODS
TEC.032.080
Australian Food Standards Code, part R - special purpose foods
SPECIALISTS
PEO.050.045.070.080
Use for medical specialists. For particular specialities, add a term for the speciality
UF: medical specialties

SPECIMEN HANDLING
E.001.223.894
UF: specimen collection

SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
SCI.010.010.070.070
UF: ultraviolet spectrophotometry

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
SCI.010.010.070
UF: electron probe microanalysis
  fluorescence spectrometry
  fluorometry

SPEECH
INF.015.030.080
LIF.070.055.080.080
Use for the process of human speech. Use PRESENTATIONS for speeches
UF: phonetics
  speech intelligibility
  voice

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENTS
C.010.597.257.870
C.024.900
UF: agraphia
  articulation disorders
  dysarthria
  dyspraxia
  stammering
  stuttering

SPEECH THERAPY
E.002.831.727
UF: speech pathology
  voice training

SPERM
A.005.490.890
A.011.497.760
UF: spermatozoa

SPINA BIFIDA
C.016.131.666.843
UF: meningomyelocele

SPINAL CORD
A.008.186.854
UF: pyramidal tracts

SPINAL CORD DISEASES
C.010.228.854

SPINAL CORD INJURIES
C.021.866.819
RT: PARALYSIS

SPINAL DISEases
C.005.878
UF: intervertebral disk displacement
  scoliosis

SPINAL INJURIES
C.021.866.831

SPINE
A.002.232.834
UF: cervical vertebrae
  intervertebral disk
  lumbar vertebrae
  thoracic vertebrae

SPIROCHAETALES INFECTIONS
C.001.252.847
UF: Lyme disease

SPONSORSHIP
ECO.050.025.067

SPORTS
SOC.005.050.080
Activities pursued for exercise or pleasure requiring some degree of physical effort or skill
RT: GAMES
UF: athletes
  horse riding
  rugby
  soccer

SPORTS FOODS
TEC.032.080.080
Foods and drinks designed to promote greater performance by people who undertake strenuous, sustained exercise
UF: electrolyte drinks
  energy drinks
  isotonic drinks
  sports drinks

SPORTS INJURIES
C.021.866.840
UF: exercise injuries

SPORTS MEDICINE
LIF.045.080
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**SPouses**
SOC.080.030.083
Partners in marriages or de facto relationships
RT: MARRIAGE
UF: partners (family)

**Sprains and Strains**
C.021.866.844

**Spreadsheets**
INF.060.070.005.070

**Sri Lanka**
WOR.025.080.070

**ST John's Wort**
D.026.674.560.900
UF: hypericum perforatum

**Staff Development**
MAN.080.080
SOC.030.090.090.080
RT: BUSINESS SKILLS
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
UF: employee training
human resource development
in-service training
on the job training
training of employees

**Staffing**
MAN.080
RT: ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL
EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PERSONNEL
UF: human resource management
personnel management
staff management

**Stakeholder Relations**
MAN.055.085

**Standards**
REG.080
RT: QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALITY CONTROL

**Staphylococcal Infections**
C.001.252.868

**Staphylococcus**
B.003.510.846
UF: staphylococcus aureus

**State Departments of Health**
ORG.040.080

**State Government**
SOC.035.080
RT: COMMONWEALTH STATE RELATIONS
UF: states
territory government

**State Medicine**
ECO.060.035.050
Major government schemes to ensure adequate health services to substantial sectors of the community, through direct provision of services (eg the British National Health Service) or insurance (eg Medicare in Australia)
RT: HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
MEDICARE
WELFARE STATE
UF: bulk billing

**Statistical Analysis Systems**
INF.060.070.005.075

**Statistical Data Interpretation**
RES.030.018.080
SCI.050.080.075

**Statistical Databases**
INF.040.010.080

**Statistics**
SCI.050.080
RT: SURVEYS
UF: Gaussian distribution
normal distribution
statistical distributions
statistical factor analysis

**Statutory Bodies**
ORG.040.090

**Stem Cell Transplantation**
E.004.936.350

**Stem Cells**
A.011.872
UF: haemopoietic stem cells

**Stents**
E.007.045.700
Devices that provide support for tubular structures that are being anastamosed or for body cavities during skin grafting
STEFAMILIES
SOC.080.030.085
UF: step families

STEREOTYPING
PSY.010.015.090
UF: patronising attitude

STERILISATION
PUB.060.010.080
Destruction of microbes, for example on surgical equipment
UF: sterilization

STEROIDS
D.004.808

STEROLS
D.010.516.851

STIMULANTS
D.015.800
Central nervous system stimulants

STOMACH CANCER
C.004.588.274.476.767
C.006.405.282.700
UF: stomach neoplasms

STOMACH DISEASES
C.004.405.748
UF: gastritis

STORAGE
E.007.850
Use for storage of equipment, supplies or collections
UF: warehouses

STORAGE DEVICES
INF.060.030.070

STRATEGY
MAN.060.050.080
Use with care. METHODS, POLICY or PLANNING may be more appropriate
UF: tactics

STREPTOCOCCAL INFECTIONS
C.001.252.890
UF: scarlet fever

STREPTOCOCCUS
B.003.510.872
UF: enterococcus
 streptococcus pneumoniae

STRESS
C.023.100.980
PSY.070.080
Psychological stress
RT: PSYCHOSOMATIC DISORDERS
UF: worry

STROKE
C.010.228.140.900
C.014.907.700
Apoplectic strokes. Do not use for heatstroke, sunstroke
UF: apoplexy-brain attack
cerebral aneurysm
cerebral ischaemia
cerebrovascular disorders
TIA
 transient cerebral ischemia
 transient ischemic attack

STUDENTS
PEO.085
SOC.030.070
RT: MATURE AGED STUDENTS
UF: student dropouts

SUBJECT HEADINGS
INF.025.020.030.070

SUBMISSIONS
INF.015.070

SUBSIDIES
ECO.050.025.070
Payments to support approved services or programs
RT: VOUCHERS
UF: concessions

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
C.025.200.700
Misuse of substances such as petrol, propellants, glue
RT: DRUG ABUSE
UF: glue sniffing
 substance sniffing

SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE
C.025.200.750
Dependence on substances such as petrol, propellants, glue

SUBSTANCE WITHDRAWAL SYNDROME
C.025.200.825
SUBURBAN AREAS
POP.010.040.080.075
UF: suburban population

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
C.023.240.600

SUGAR CANE
B.006.650

SUICIDE
C.023.240.838
SOC.080.080.080

SULPHUR DIOXIDE
D.001.655.925

SUNBURN
C.017.800.900
C.021.866.200.800
RT: SUNSCREENS

SUNDOWN SYNDROME
PSY.010.092
Appearance or exacerbation of disruptive or deteriorated behaviour in the late afternoon or night
RT: DEMENTIA

SUNLIGHT
PUB.030.045.090.070
SCI.060.050.050.070

SUNSCREENS
D.023.878
TEC.042.020.070
RT: SKIN CANCER
SUNBURN
UF: SPF
tsunscreding agents

SUPERANNUATION
ECO.090.010.080.080
RT: ADVANCE PAYMENTS
LUMP SUM PAYMENTS
UF: co-contributions (superannuation)
income streams
personal superannuation contributions

SUPERANNUATION CONSOLIDATION
ECO.090.010.080.080
Combining a number of superannuation accounts which had been opened because of changing jobs, to have all contributions in one account.
Also use this term for finding 'lost' contributions
UF: lost member register (superannuation)
lost superannuation
rollover
super seeker (lost superannuation)

SUPERVISION
MAN.080.085
UF: subordinates

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES
FAS.070.020.020.080
Provision of child care in mainstream facilities for special need groups
RT: INTEGRATION

SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
MAN.060.050.070.080
Use for supply and distribution of products, services or facilities. Use WORKFORCE or LABOUR MARKET for employment issues
RT: MARKETS
UF: sales representatives

SUPPORTED ACCOMMODATION
FAS.070.030.070
POP.010.030.085
Accommodation providing varying degrees of support for people with disabilities, ranging from residential facilities with live in staff to occasional assistance for people living independently
UF: accommodation support
sheltered housing

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT
POP.070.020.070
Paid work for people who, because of their disability, need intensive support in a work environment
UF: employment support (eg for disabled people)
job support
work crews
work enclaves

SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS
D.026.866
SURGERY
E.004
LIF.045.082
RT: OPERATING THEATRES
POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS
UF: lancing
surgical drainage

SURGICAL EQUIPMENT
E.007.858
UF: surgical instruments
surgical staplers

SURGICAL GLOVES
E.007.858.273

SURGICAL WOUND INFECTION
C.001.539.947.692
C.023.814.892

SURROGACY
LIF.070.070.080
UF: surrogate mothers

SURVEYS
INF.022.020.080
RES.030.020.080
A systematic collection of factual data pertaining to a particular topic
For how to conduct surveys add METHODS.
Do not use for review of a subject
RT: STATISTICS

SURVIVAL
SOC.005.080
Survival after disasters
For disease survival, use DISEASE SURVIVAL

SUTURES
E.007.858.784
UF: suture techniques

SWEDEN
WOR.055.080.080

SWEETENERS AND CONFECTIONERY
TEC.032.085
Australian Food Standards Code, part K - sugar and related products, honey, confectionery and icing mixture
RT: INTENSE SWEETENERS
UF: confectionery
honey
royal jelly
sugar

SWIMMING
SOC.005.050.080.080
RT: EXERCISE

SWIMMING POOLS
FAS.030.060.070

SWITZERLAND
WOR.055.090

SYDNEY
WOR.035.045.050

SYMPTOMS
C.023.888
RT: DIAGNOSIS
UF: bad breath
clinical manifestations
halitosis

SYNDROME
C.023.280.900
A symptom complex characteristic of a particular birth defect
UF: Prader-Willi syndrome
Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome

SYNTHETIC HORMONES
D.006.597

SYPHILIS
C.001.252.847.744
C.001.539.780.859

SYRINGES
E.007.877
UF: injecting equipment

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
INF.060.070.070
UF: software development

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
RES.062.065.080
Reviews of scientific literature with a specific methodology which minimises biases and random errors.
RT: EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE
UF: meta-analysis

SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
C.017.300.480
C.020.111.590
UF: lupus
SLE
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
INF.080
UF: network analysis
operations research
systems theory

SYSTEMS DESIGN
INF.060.070.070.070
TEC.090.025.080
UF: software design
structured systems

TABLETS
D.026.394.225.901

TAFE
SOC.030.075
Technical and Further Education
For items covering both TAFE and university education, use TERTIARY EDUCATION

TAMMONS
E.007.885
RT: TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME

TARGETING
MAN.060.050.055.080
Use for targeting of services etc to particular user groups

TASK PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS
PSY.005.040.080
TEC.030.040.080
UF: time and motion studies

TASMANIA
WOR.035.070

TATTOOING
E.005.240.700

TAX CONCESSIONS
ECO.050.025.070.080
RT: TAXES
UF: tax offsets

TAXES
ECO.095
RT: TAX CONCESSIONS

TEA, COFFEE AND COCOA
TEC.032.010.080
Australian Food Standards Code, part Q - tea, coffee, chicory, cocoa and related products
UF: cocoa
coffee

TEACHING
SOC.030.080
UF: remedial teaching
teachers

TEACHING HOSPITALS
FAS.030.030.035.080
RT: MEDICAL SCHOOLS
UF: academic medical centres

TEAMWORK
PSY.080.030.080

TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT
E

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
SCI.080.080.020.080
TEC.090.080

TECHNOLOGY
TEC.090
UF: appropriate technology

TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE
TEC

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INF.060.080
UF: broadband communications
communications systems
radar

TELEMEDICINE
FAS.070.040.080.080
INF.060.080.075.090
A system of health care delivery in which physicians examine distant patients through the use of telecommunications technology, i.e. Health care at a distance
UF: telehealth

TELEPHONE
INF.060.080.080
UF: switchboards

TELEVISION
INF.040.005.080
INF.040.040.080
INF.060.080.085
UF: television viewing
TEMPERATURE
PUB.030.015.070
PUB.030.045.090.080
SCI.060.080
RT: FEVER
   THERMOMETERS
UF: cold
   thermal comfort

TENANTS
PEO.010.080
RT: RENTING

TENDERING
ECO.045.035.010
UF: request for tender

TENDONITIS
C.005.651.854

TERATOGENS
D.005.569.864
D.026.915
RT: BIRTH DEFECTS

TERMINAL CARE
E.008.905
Treatment of patients in the final stages of incurable diseases
RT: DEATH
   HOSPICES
   PALLIATIVE CARE
   TERMINAL DISEASE

TERMINAL DISEASE
C.023.280.920
POP.030.050.090
RT: TERMINAL CARE
UF: terminally ill

TERMINALS
E.007.780.700
INF.060.030.075
UF: VDU
   visual display units

TERMINOLOGY
INF.015.030.030.060
RT: DICTIONARIES
UF: nomenclature

TERRORISM
SOC.025.020.095.080

TERTIARY EDUCATION
SOC.030.085
Covers degree and postgraduate education and education for professional qualifications
Also use for items covering both TAFE and university education
RT: UNIVERSITIES
UF: higher education

TESTING
TEC.090.065.080
Testing of equipment or systems to see if they work. Also consider DIAGNOSTIC TESTS or LABORATORY TESTING

TETANUS
C.001.252.217.864
RT: TRIPLE ANTIGEN
UF: lockjaw

TEXTILES
TEC.055.080

THAILAND
WOR.025.060.085

THALASSAEMIA
C.015.378.071.875
UF: thalassemia

THALIDOMIDE
D.003.900

THERAPEUTIC DEVICES
E.007.890.700
RT: DEVICE APPROVAL
   DEVICE EVALUATION
UF: medical devices

THERAPEUTIC GOODS
E.007.890
Includes drugs, therapeutic devices and containers of therapeutic substances
RT: DRUGS
   FUNCTIONAL FOODS
UF: health products

THERAPEUTIC GOODS LEGISLATION
REG.045.080

THERAPEUTIC USE
E.002.002
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THREATMENT
E.002
UF: animal assisted therapy
  music therapy
  pet therapy
  phlebotomy
  therapeutics
  treatment

THERMOMETERS
E.007.900
RT: TEMPERATURE

THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY
SCI.010.010.020.040.080

THINKING
PSY.042.080

THORACIC DISEASES
C.008.846

THORAX
A.001.911
A.002.232.904
Upper part of the trunk between the neck and abdomen
UF: chest

THROMBOLYTIC THERAPY
E.002.319.913

THROMBOSIS
C.014.907.854
UF: DVT
  economy class syndrome
  thrombophlebitis

THRUSH
C.001.703.800
UF: candidiasis, oral
  candidiasis, vulvovaginal

THYROID DISEASES
C.019.874
UF: endemic goitre
  goitre
  hyperthyroidism
  hyperthyroxaemia
  hypothyroidism

TICKS
B.001.131.166.832

TIED FUNDING
ECO.050.075
Funding tied to a particular client group or program

TIME
SCI.080
UF: periodicity

TIME MANAGEMENT
ECO.030.080
PSY.005.040.020.080
Technique of improving efficiency by making better use of time

TINEA
C.001.539.350.800
C.001.703.300.800

TINNITUS
C.009.218.458.791
C.010.597.257.443.915

TISSUE BANKS
FAS.030.030.080
RT: TRANSPLANTATION

TISSUE CULTURE
E.005.909.813
UF: organ culture

TISSUE DONATION
SOC.005.095.090
RT: BLOOD DONATION
UF: organ donors

TISSUES
A.010
UF: adipose tissue
  connective tissue
  exocrine glands

TOBACCO
D.026.674.900
RT: NICOTINE
  SMOKING
UF: smokeless tobacco

TOBACCO INDUSTRY
TEC.045.090
UF: tobacco companies

TOGAVIRUS INFECTIONS
C.002.782.930
UF: Barmah Forest disease
  sindbis
TOILET TRAINING
PSY.010.045.020.020.060

TOMOGRAPHY
E.001.357.927

TONSILLECTOMY
E.004.230.848

TONSILLITIS
C.007.550.935
C.008.730.817
C.009.775.860

TOOTH DISEASES
C.007.793
UF: dental calculus
dental diseases
dental plaque
tooth abrasion

TOPICAL ADMINISTRATION
E.005.300.120
Topical administration of a therapeutic substance
UF: cutaneous administration

TORRES STRAIT ISLANDERS
PEO.020.050.010.080

TORTURE
SOC.025.020.090

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
MAN.075.050.060.070

TOURETTE SYNDROME
C.010.228.140.898
C.016.466.820
UF: Gilles de la Tourette's disease
Tourette's disease
Tourette's syndrome

TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME
C.001.539.775.800
C.023.888.789.680
RT: TAMpons

TOXICITY
LIF.060.080.080
Experimental human and animal studies of the ill effects of drugs and chemicals
RT: HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES RESIDUES

TOXICITY TESTING
E.005.540.800

TOXICOLOGY
LIF.060.080
RT: ADVERSE EFFECTS POISONING

TOXINS
D.024.185.926

TRACE ELEMENTS
D.001.937

TRACHOMA
C.001.252.210.800
C.011.294.800

TRADE UNIONS
ORG.085
RT: INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
UF: unions

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
E.002.190.800

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
PUB.060.005.080
UF: motor vehicle accidents

TRAINING SERVICES
SOC.030.080.070
UF: courses
training packages

TRANQUILLISING AGENTS
D.015.210.950
D.015.700.872
RT: ANTIPSYCHOTIC AGENTS
ANXIETY DISORDERS
UF: anxiolytics
neuroleptics

TRANSITION
SCI.080.080.080
Transition from one life stage to another (eg school to employment) or transition from one program or system to another
RT: LIFE CHANGE EVENTS
UF: entering the workforce
return to work
school to work transition
transition to work

TRANSLATING
INF.015.030.020.080
UF: translations
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TRANSMISSION
C.023.280.950
Use only for transmission of diseases
UF: secondary spread

TRANSPLANTATION
E.004.936
RT: TISSUE BANKS
UF: homologous transplantation
organ transplants
transplants

TRANSPLANTATION IMMUNOLOGY
LIF.040.035.020.080
UF: graft rejection
graft vs host reaction
histocompatibility

TRANSPORT
TEC.095
RT: TRAVEL
UF: rail transportation
railways
taxis
trains

TRAVEL
SOC.005.090
RT: HOLIDAYS
TRANSPORT
UF: passengers
travellers
trips

TREATMENT OUTCOMES
MAN.075.050.050.080
Use for assessment of likely outcomes with particular therapies. Do not use for outcome of therapy in individual case reports

TRENDS
SCI.080.080

TRIPLE ANTIGEN
D.024.310.894.135.700
RT: DIPHTHERIA
TETANUS
WHOOPING COUGH
UF: diphtheria tetanus pertussis vaccine

TROPICAL CLIMATE
PUB.030.045.020.080

TROPICAL MEDICINE
LIF.045.085

TRUSTS
ORG.090

TUBERCULOSIS
C.001.252.040.846
UF: TB

TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
C.018.452.297.267
C.019.246.267
C.020.111.700
UF: diabetes mellitus type 1
diabetes mellitus, insulin dependent
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus

TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
C.018.452.297.300
C.019.246.300
UF: adult-onset diabetes
diabetes mellitus type 2
diabetes mellitus, non-insulin dependent
non-insulin dependent diabetes

TYPHOID FEVER
C.001.252.310.821.873

ULCER
C.023.941

ULTRASONICS
SCI.060.010.090

ULTRASONOGRAPHY
E.001.357.947

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
PUB.030.045.090.070.080
SCI.060.070.050.070
UF: ultraviolet rays
UV

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
SOC.030.085.090

UNEMPLOYMENT
POP.070.080

UNIFORM SCHEDULING
REG.020.090

UNITED KINGDOM
WOR.055.035
UF: riGreat Britain
UNITED STATES  
WOR.010.055.090  
UF: Hawaii

UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONS  
PUB.060.010.090  
A concept in which blood and all other body fluids or substances are treated as potentially infectious and direct exposure to them is prevented

UNIVERSITIES  
SOC.030.035.080  
Universities considered as buildings or organisations  
Prefer TERTIARY EDUCATION  
RT: TERTIARY EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE  
SOC.030.035.080.085  
Self-help education programs which provide a program of short courses with no exams or degrees, allowing lifelong learning opportunities for older adults  
RT: CONTINUING EDUCATION  
UF: U3A

UPGRADING  
MAN.060.090  
TEC.090.090  
Use for upgrading of equipment or facilities

URANIUM  
D.001.287.948

URBAN AREAS  
POP.010.040.080  
UF: metropolitan urban population

URBAN DEVELOPMENT  
SOC.080.070.070

URBAN PLANNING  
SOC.080.070.080  
UF: city planning town planning urban form

URBAN RENEWAL  
SOC.080.070.090  
UF: urban consolidation

URBANISATION  
SOC.080.040.090

URETHRAL CATHETERS  
E.007.145.800  
UF: urinary catheterisation

URINARY INCONTINENCE  
C.012.777.500

URINARY TRACT  
A.005.810  
UF: bladder ureter

URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS  
C.001.539.895  
C.012.777.892

URINE  
A.012.207.927

UROGENITAL CANCERS  
C.004.588.945  
C.013.371.830

UROGENITAL SURGERY  
E.004.950

UROGENITAL SYSTEM  
A.005

UROLOGIC AND MALE GENITAL DISEASES  
C.012

UROLOGIC CANCERS  
C.004.588.945.947  
C.012.777.950

UROLOGIC DISEASES  
C.012.777  
UF: neurogenic bladder  
NGU  
non-gonococcal urethritis  
non-specific urethritis  
NSU  
urethral diseases  
urethritis  
brination disorders  
vesico ureteral reflux

USABILITY  
INF.060.090.080

USER COMPUTER INTERFACE  
INF.060.090
UTERINE CANCER
C.004.588.945.418.948
C.013.371.270.875
C.013.371.852.762

UTERINE DISEASES
C.013.371.852
UF: cervix diseases
fibroids
prolapse of the uterus

UTILISATION
MAN.075.025.080
Use with equipment, technique, facility, program or service terms for discussion of how much they are used. Includes overuse and underuse
UF: usage

UTILISATION REVIEW
MAN.075.050.080

VACATION CARE
FAS.070.020.020.090
UF: holiday care

VACCINES
D.024.310.894
For vaccines for specific diseases, co-ordinate VACCINES with disease name UNLESS there is a specific vaccine name (common vaccines DO have a specific entry in the thesaurus)

VALIDATION
INF.022.020.090
RES.062.065.090
Validation of data or results
RT: EVALUATION

VARICOSE VEINS
C.014.907.927

VASCULAR DISEASES
C.014.907
RT: BLOOD VESSELS
UF: carotid artery stenosis

VASCULAR SURGERY
E.004.100.814
UF: endarterectomy

VEGETABLES
TEC.032.090
Australian Food Standards Code, part F - vegetables
UF: potatoes

VEGETARIANISM
LIF.030.020.090
UF: macrobiotic diet

VEHICLE EMISSIONS
D.005.284.101.900
PUB.060.060.010.090
UF: vehicle exhaust

VEHICLES
TEC.095.090
RT: DRIVING
SEAT BELTS
UF: motor vehicles tractors

VENOMS
D.024.185.965

VENTILATION
PUB.030.015.090
Ventilation of buildings
For assisted respiration with ventilators, use RESPIRATORS or RESPIRATORY THERAPY
UF: fans

VERTEBRATE VIRUSES
B.004.909

VERTEBRATES
B.002

VESTIBULAR DISEASES
C.009.218.568.900
UF: carsickness
motion sickness
seasickness
travel sickness
vertigo

VETERANS
PEO.092
RT: REPATRIATION HOSPITALS
SERVICE PENSIONS
WAR

VETERINARY CHEMICALS
D.005.284.800
VETERINARY MEDICINE
LIF.090
RT: ANIMAL DISEASES
ANIMALS

VIABILITY
ECO.045.080
Use for viability of services, programs, organisations, facilities etc, particularly from an economic viewpoint
RT: FEASIBILITY STUDIES
UF: profit margins

VIBRATION
SCI.060.090

VIBRIO INFECTIONS
C.001.252.959

VICTORIA
WOR.035.075

VIDEOCONFERENCING
INF.060.080.080.090
UF: videotelephony

VIDEOS
INF.040.005.090
UF: videotape recording

VIETNAM
WOR.025.060.095

VINYL CHLORIDE
D.002.455.526.439.975

VIOLENCE
SOC.025.020.095
RT: ASSAULT

VIRAL HAEMORRHAGIC FEVERS
C.002.782.417
UF: Crimean Congo haemorrhagic fever
- ebola virus disease
- epidemic haemorrhagic fever
- Hantaan virus disease
- Lassa fever

VIRAL HEPATITIS
C.002.440
C.006.552.380.705
UF: human viral hepatitis

VIRAL VACCINES
D.024.310.894.899

VIROLOGY
LIF.015.040.080

VIRUS DISEASES
C.002
RT: ANTIVIRAL AGENTS

VIRUSES
B.004
Virus organisms
For computer viruses, use COMPUTER SECURITY

VISAS
REG.090
Includes J1 Visas which are temporary, non-immigrant visas granted to doctors and other medical specialists to enable them to work and study in the US under the Exchange Visitor Sponsorship Program run by the US Government

VISION
LIF.070.055.080.090
PSY.070.070.090
RT: EYE

VISION IMPAIRMENTS
C.010.597.751.941
C.011.966
C.024.800.900
RT: EYE
OPTOMETRY
UF: amblyopia
- colour vision defects
- diplopia
- low vision
- partial sight
- partially sighted
- subnormal vision

VISITING MEDICAL OFFICERS
PEO.050.045.035.090
PEO.050.045.070.090

VITAL STATISTICS
POP.020.090
UF: life tables

VITAMIN A
D.011.786.652

VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS
D.011.900
TEC.032.045.030.080
Health and Ageing Thesaurus

VITAMIN B COMPLEX
D.011.786.708
UF: inositol

VITAMIN B12
D.011.786.708.950

VITAMIN D
D.011.786.763

VITAMIN DEFICIENCIES
C.018.654.223.900
UF: avitaminosis
pellagra

VITAMIN K
D.011.786.875

VITAMINS
D.011.786
UF: vitamin E
vitamin requirements

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
PSY.005.030.090
SOC.030.090.080

VOCATIONAL REGISTRATION
SOC.030.085.020.090
Vocational registration of GPs

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
E.002.831.782
POP.070.020.080
Planning and providing necessary services required for successful job placement and subsequent vocational adjustment of clients with disabilities
RT: WORK CAPACITY EVALUATION

VOCATIONAL SKILLS
SOC.030.090
UF: multiskilling

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
SOC.030.090.090
RT: APPRENTICESHIPS
UF: job training vocational education

VOLATILE OILS
D.010.516.627.675
Oils which evaporate readily. The volatile oils occur in aromatic plants, to which they give odour and other characteristics
UF: essential oils oils, volatile

VOLATILE SUBSTANCES
D.005.284.360.900
Inorganic acides and industrial chemicals

VOLUNTARY AGENCIES
ORG.060.080

VOLUNTEERING
SOC.005.095
RT: POST RETIREMENT WORK
UF: hospital auxiliaries hospital volunteers voluntary workers

VOMITING
C.023.888.821

VOUCHERS
ECO.050.025.070.090
RT: SUBSIDIES

WAITING LISTS
MAN.075.025.010.090

WALKING
SOC.005.050.080.090
RT: EXERCISE

WANDERING BEHAVIOUR
PSY.010.095
Aimless activity that occurs without the apparent control of the individual, especially observed in older adults in a confused mental state
RT: CONFUSION

WAR
SOC.080.080.090
RT: DEFENCE PERSONNEL VETERANS
UF: military science

WARTS
C.002.256.925
C.017.800.838.930
UF: HPV infections human papilloma virus infections

WASTE DISCHARGE
PUB.060.080.080.080
Discharge into the atmosphere or water resources, generally in accordance with regulations on levels of pollutants and hazardous substances
RT: AIR POLLUTION WATER POLLUTION
UF: effluents
WASTE DISPOSAL
PUB.060.080.080
RT: CONTAINMENT OF BIOHAZARDS
UF: garbage
  refuse disposal
  solidification of wastes
  vitrification of wastes
  waste containment
  waste management
  waste processing
  waste treatment

WASTE PRODUCTS
PUB.060.060.090

WATER
PUB.030.090
RT: WATER SUPPLY
UF: fresh water

WATER BORNE DISEASES
C.001.539.900
RT: WATER MICROBIOLOGY

WATER ELECTROLYTE IMBALANCE
C.018.452.950

WATER MICROBIOLOGY
LIF.015.040.090
PUB.060.030.090
RT: WATER BORNE DISEASES

WATER POLLUTANTS
D.005.284.903

WATER POLLUTION
PUB.060.060.095
RT: WASTE DISCHARGE

WATER QUALITY
PUB.060.035.090
UF: eutrophication

WATER SUPPLY
PUB.060.080.085
RT: WATER
UF: dams

WATER TREATMENT
PUB.060.080.090
UF: water softening

WEANING
LIF.030.050.040.080

WEATHER
PUB.030.045.090
UF: rain

WEBSITES
INF.060.030.010.030.090
UF: home page
  website development

WEED CONTROL
TEC.005.090

WEEDS
B.006.700

WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET
E.002.293.385
RT: OBESITY
  LOW JOULE FOODS
UF: low fat diet
  reducing diet

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
SCI.090
UF: international system of units

WELFARE STATE
FAS.070.090.090
RT: STATE MEDICINE

WESTERN ASIA
WOR.025.080
UF: Bangladesh
  Mauritius
  Nepal

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
WOR.035.080

WESTERN PACIFIC
WOR.090
Use for WHO material concerned with the
Western Pacific Region

WHEAT
B.006.750

WHEELCHAIRS
E.007.796.980

WHISTLEBLOWING
REG.070.090

WHOLESALE COSTS
ECO.015.090
WHOOPING COUGH
C.001.252.970
C.008.730.969
RT: PERTUSSIS VACCINE
TRIPLE ANTIGEN
UF: pertussis

WIDOWHOOD
SOC.080.030.080.090
UF: widowers
widows

WILD RADISH
B.006.905

WILLS
REG.040.090
UF: bequests

WOMEN
PEO.095
UF: female

WOMEN’S HEALTH
POP.030.030.090
Use for women's health issues in a broad sense. For specific diseases or conditions, use the disease term and WOMEN

WOMEN’S HEALTH SERVICES
FAS.070.040.090

WORD PROCESSING
INF.060.070.005.050.090

WORK AND FAMILY
POP.070.020.082
RT: CHILD CARE
UF: workers with family responsibilities

WORK CAPACITY EVALUATION
E.001.373.741
RT: VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

WORK EXPERIENCE
POP.070.020.085
SOC.030.090.090.090

WORK PRACTICES
PSY.005.040.090
TEC.030.040.080.090
RT: MANUALS

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
ECO.050.025.020.090
RT: OH&S
UF: workmens compensation

WORKFORCE
POP.070.020.090
Those engaged in employment

WORKING GROUPS
ORG.020.090
UF: task forces
working parties

WORKING HOURS
MAN.080.050.090
UF: flexitime
job sharing
overtime
shiftwork

WORKLOAD
MAN.080.090

WORKPLACE
POP.010.090
RT: EMPLOYMENT
OH&S
UF: designated work areas
DWA
work environment

WORKSHOPS
ORG.035.090

WORKSTATIONS
INF.060.030.090

WORLD
WOR
Use for compilations with entries or listings under each country and covering a wide range of countries. Prefer a more specific term

WOUND INFECTION
C.001.539.947

WOUNDS
C.021.866.900

WRITING
INF.015.030.090
UF: authorship
report writing
shorthand
writing ability

X-RAYS
SCI.060.070.040.090
RT: RADIOGRAPHY
XENOTRANSPLANTATION
E.004.936.764
Transplantation of animal tissues or organs into humans

YEAR 2000 COMPLIANCE
INF.060.070.095

YELLOW FEVER
C.002.081.980

YERSINIA INFECTIONS
C.001.252.310.980
UF: yersinia pseudotuberculosis infections

YOUNG ADULTS
PEO.040.020.090
Generally age group 18 to 30 but some flexibility is allowed

YOUTH
PEO.040.090
Generally age group 13 to 18 but some flexibility is allowed
RT: PUBERTY
UF: adolescence
  adolescents
  teenagers
  young people

YOUTH ACTIVITY SERVICES
FAS.070.020.090
UF: youth activities

YOUTH SUICIDE
C.023.240.838.900
SOC.080.080.080.090

ZERO-BASED BUDGETING
ECO.045.020.095

ZINC
D.001.552.940

ZOOONOSSES
C.001.908
C.002.968
C.003.908
C.022.969
UF: psittacosis